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Preface
These proceedings contain the contributed papers of the First International
Workshop on Graph Search and Beyond (GSB 2015), held at SIGIR 2015 in
Santiago de Chile, on August 13, 2015.
Modern Web data is highly structured in terms of entities and relations from
large knowledge resources, geo-temporal references and social network structure,
resulting in a massive multidimensional graph. This graph essentially unifies
both the searcher and the information resources that played a fundamentally
different role in traditional IR, and “Graph Search” offers major new ways to
access relevant information. Graph search affects both query formulation (complex queries about entities and relations building on the searcher’s context) as
well as result exploration and discovery (slicing and dicing the information using
the graph structure) in a completely personalized way. This new graph based
approach introduces great opportunities, but also great challenges, in terms of
data quality and data integration, user interface design, and privacy. We view
the notion of “graph search” as searching information from your personal point
of view (you are the query) over a highly structured and curated information
space. This goes beyond the traditional two-term queries and ten blue links results that users are familiar with, requiring a highly interactive session covering
both query formulation and result exploration. The workshop attracted a range
of researchers working on this and related topics, and made concrete progress
working together on one of the greatest challenges in the years to come.
The workshop consisted of three main parts. First, four keynotes to help us
frame the problem, and create a common understanding of the challenges: Rose
Marie Philip (Facebook), Swee Lim (Linkedin), Doug Oard (Maryland), and Alex
Wade (Microsoft Research). Second, a boaster and poster session with 6 papers
selected by the program committee from 8 submissions (a 75% acceptance rate).
Each paper was reviewed by at least two members of the program committee.
Third, breakout groups on different aspects of exploiting graph search, with
reports being discussed in the final session. The papers represent the ideas and
opinions of the authors who are trying to stimulate debate. It is the combination
of these papers and the debate that will make the workshop a success! We thank
the ACM and SIGIR for hosting this workshop, and Diane Kelly, Fernando Diaz
and Diego Arroyuelo for their outstanding support in the organization. Thanks
also go to the program committee, the authors of the papers, and all participants
without whom there would be no workshop.
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ABSTRACT

1.

Modern Web data is highly structured in terms of entities
and relations from large knowledge resources, geo-temporal
references and social network structure, resulting in a massive multidimensional graph. This graph essentially unifies both the searcher and the information resources that
played a fundamentally different role in traditional IR, and
“Graph Search” offers major new ways to access relevant
information. Graph search affects both query formulation
(complex queries about entities and relations building on
the searcher’s context) as well as result exploration and discovery (slicing and dicing the information using the graph
structure) in a completely personalized way. This new graph
based approach introduces great opportunities, but also great
challenges, in terms of data quality and data integration,
user interface design, and privacy.
We view the notion of “graph search” as searching information from your personal point of view (you are the
query) over a highly structured and curated information
space. This goes beyond the traditional two-term queries
and ten blue links results that users are familiar with, requiring a highly interactive session covering both query formulation and result exploration. The workshop attracted
a range of researchers working on this and related topics,
and made concrete progress working together on one of the
greatest challenges in the years to come.

Information on the Web is increasingly structured in terms
of entities and relations from large knowledge resources, geotemporal references and social network structure, resulting
in a massive multidimensional graph. This graph essentially
unifies both the searcher and the information resources that
played a fundamentally different role in traditional IR, and
offers major new ways to access relevant information. In services that rely on personalized information like social networks, the graph plays an even more important role, in other
words: you are the query.
Graph search affects both query formulation as well as
result exploration and discovery. On the one hand, it allows for incrementally expressing complex information needs
that triangulate information about multiple entities or entity
types, relations between those entities, with various filters
on geo-temporal constraints or the sources of information
used (or ignored), and taking into account the rich profile
and context information of the searcher (and his/her peers,
and peers of peers, etc). On the other hand, it allows for
more powerful ways to explore the results from various aspects and viewpoints, by slicing and dicing the information
using the graph structure, and using the same structure for
explaining why results are retrieved or recommended, and
by whom.
This new graph based information seeking approach introduces great opportunities, but also great challenges, both
technical ranging from data quality and data integration to
user interface design, as well as ethical challenges in terms of
privacy; transparency, bias and control; and avoiding the socalled filter bubbles. Graph search is already available today
in many flavors with different levels of interactivity. Social
network-based services like Facebook and LinkedIn provide
flexibility to search their personal network form many diverse angles. Web search engines like Google and Bing rely
more on using graphs to show related content as a mechanism to include other possible contexts for a given query.
Clearly, it is not limited to web, and can be applied to
other highly structured data. Just to give an example, the
hansards or parliamentary proceedings are fully public data
with a clear graph structure linking every speech to the respective speaker, their role in parliament and their political
party. Graph search allows to explore politics from the viewpoint of individual members of parliament or government.
At a high level, graph search seems limited to familiar
entity types (e.g., Facebook entities) and templates. How
far can this scale? Will this work on truly open domains?
There is a huge potential to use the graph to go beyond rec-
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INTRODUCTION

ommendations for new friends and contacts or semantically
related content. Unlocking the potential of richer knowledge
sources for new search strategies requires us to think outside
the box, by combining different insights from IR, semantic
search, data integration, query expansion and user interfaces
to name a few.
The rest of this report is structured in the following way.
Section 2 discusses the open research questions raised by
searching highly structured data from a personal point of
view. Next, in Section 3) we discuss the four keynotes who
helped frame the problems and reach a shared understanding of the issues involved amongst all workshop attendees.
Rose Marie Philip talked about personalized post search at
Facebook, Swee Lim about graph search at Linkedin, Doug
Oard about good uses for crummy knowledge graphs, and
Alex Wade about Microsoft academic graph. Section 4 discusses the six contributed papers, which were presented in a
boaster and poster session. Finally, Section 5 provides preliminary discussion of the results and progress made during
the workshop.

2.

ther aspects? How can we augment query autocompletion to actively prompt user to interactively construct
longer queries exploring different aspects?
Result Exploration There is a radical shift towards the
control of the searcher—small changes in the query can
lead to radically different result sets—how can we support active exploration of slices of the data to explore
further aspects? Unlike traditional facetted search options, the result space is highly dynamic, how can we
provide adaptive exploration options tailored to the
context and searcher, at every stage of the process?
Evaluation How do we know the system is any good? How
to evaluate the overall process, given its personalized
and interactive nature? Can we rely on the direct
evaluation of query suggestions and query recommendations? Are there suitable behavioral criteria for in
the wild testing, such as longer queries, multiple filters, longer dwell-time, more active engagement, more
structured-query templates? Can we use are standard experimental evaluation methods from HCI and
UI/UX design?

OPEN RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Privacy Access to personal data is fraught ethical and privacy concerns, is there is similarly structured public
data for scientific research? As an extreme form of
personalization, how to avoid the uncanny cave, filter
bubbles and echo chambers? How ethical is it to privilege a particular query refinement suggestion over the
many other possible candidates?
Further discussion on the challenges of graph based search
can be found in [1].

We view the notion of “graph search” as searching information from your personal point of view (you are the
query) over a highly structured and curated information
space. This goes beyond the traditional two-term queries
and ten blue links results that users are familiar with, requiring a highly interactive session covering both query formulation and result exploration.
This raises many open questions:
IR Theory What happens if search gets personal? Does
this break the classic dichotomy between users and
documents, as users are nodes in the social network
data themselves? What is the consequence of ultimate
personalization, as the local graph differs for all users?
As the local graph structure is key, does this obviate
the need for large central indexes? Do these types of
requests fit in the classic paradigm (e.g., Broder’s taxonomy)? How does this shift the balance between the
control of the searcher and the ranker over the result
set?

3.

KEYNOTES

Four invited speakers helped frame the problems and reach
a shared understanding of the issues involved amongst all
workshop attendees.

3.1

Personalized Post Search at Facebook

The opening keynote was given by Rose Marie Philip
(Facebook) on “personalized post search at Facebook” [7].
There are over a billion people and over a trillion posts on
Facebook. Among these posts, there are uniquely personalized answers to many search queries. The goal of Facebook
post search is to help people find the most personally relevant posts for each individual query, tailored to the content
of people’s networks. In this talk, I will present some of our
work to build a search product that uses personalized graph
signals in ranking. I will also give an overview of query
modification, posts retrieval and ranking of results.

Data Integration Building a knowledge graph requires massive data integration at many levels: are there tradeoffs in simplicity and level of detail (such as the classic
knowledge representation trade-off)? What levels of
granularity and comprehensiveness are needed for effective deployment? What quality is needed: is any
noise acceptable? How to deal with near duplicate detection, conflation, or entity disambiguation?

3.2

Use Cases and Applications Rather than a universal solution, graph search is particularly useful for specific
types of information needs and queries. What are
the data and tasks that make graph search works?
What kind of scenarios that would benefit from a graph
model? In what context can switching perspectives by
showing results from the vista of other persons useful?

Graph Search at Linkedin

The second keynote in the morning was given by Swee
Lim (Linkedin) on “graph search at Linkedin” [5].
Linkedin is the largest professional social network. Linkedin’s
graph and search systems help our users discover other users,
jobs, companies, schools, and relevant professional information. I will present the evolution of these systems, how they
support current use cases, their strengths and weaknesses,
our next generation systems, and how we intend to leverage
these systems to perform graph searches.

Query formulation How to move from singular queries to
highly interactive sessions with multiple variant queries?
What new tools are needed to help a searcher construct
the appropriate graph search query using refinements
or filters to better articulate their needs, or explore fur-

3.3

2

Good Uses for Crummy Knowledge Graphs

The first keynote in the afternoon was given by Doug Oard
(University of Maryland) on “good uses for crummy knowledge graphs” [6].
In 1993, Ken Church and Ed Hovy suggested that before we ask how well some new technology meets the need
we envision for it, we should pause and first reflect on the
question of whether – now that we know something about
what can be built – we are envisioning the right uses for
what we have. They titled their paper “Good Applications
for Crummy Machine Translation” [3]. At about that same
time, information retrieval researchers obliged them by (generally without having read their paper) starting to work
on cross-language information retrieval; arguably the best
application for crummy machine translation ever invented.
Now we have some crummy knowledge graphs – and this
time we have read the Church and Hovy paper – so perhaps
the time is right for us to ask whether we have yet envisioned
good uses for crummy knowledge graphs. In this talk, I will
seek to seed that discussion.

3.4

archies. Similarity measures are central in IR, and related
distance measures central in graph data. The discussion is
motivated by a use case of “paradigmatic” structures.
Tong et al. [12] investigate category and word relation
graphs for retrieving trouble shooting information/documents,
addressing the classical IR problem of human assigned controlled terms versus document free text in the context of a
curated data space and rich context (at least in principle).
The paper offers an interesting graph approach is outlined,
mapping terms to categories, for both requests and documents. Making this graph level explicitly available to users
offers interesting new possibilities, and opens up ways to
map the noisy term occurrence space to the curated, concept and entity based space of the category codes. Hence
this paves the way to a semantic, entity based view.
Yu et al. [14] investigates the strength of connections in an
entity graph, specifically a scholarly network with a rich entity graph available as public data. This is an interesing use
case with a curated data space and rich context, plus an interesting dynamic structure over time. The paper proposes
to take the strength (or weakness) of connections into account — here as simulated blind feedback — turning a network into a weighted network of the simple graph into a
valued graph.

Overview of Microsoft Academic Graph

The second afternoon keynote was given by Alex Wade
(Microsoft Research) with an “overview of Microsoft academic graph” [13]
The Microsoft Academic Graph is a heterogeneous graph
containing scientific publication records, citation relationships between those publications, as well as authors, institutions, journals and conference “venues” and fields of study.

4.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

The workshop brought together researchers from a range
of areas in information access, who worked together on searching information from your personal point of view over a
highly structured and curated information space. One of
the main lines of discussion was the considerable industrial
activity around social graphs. The most famous example
is Facebook Graph Search, a feature that allows users to
perform more sophisticated searches on their social network
[11]. Bing has been integrating Facebook into their web
search results for the last couple of years. Similarly, Google
has been annotating search results with Google+ profiles.
And all the rest of the search industry is moving in the
same direction.
There are also crucial links with work on searching structured data, and work on the appropriate query languages,
in particular as part of semantic search. These branches of
research in particular focus on complex querying of structured text or data, whereas the graph search addresses also,
and perhaps primarily, the process of constructing series of
complex queries interactively. This is directly related to exploratory search and sense making. The graph structure
provides natural facets for exploring the data, from a local point of view, allowing for a more dynamic structure
than traditional faceted search using rigid, global, hierarchical structure. This challenges our understanding of search
user interfaces design and evaluation, with search results
moving from the found links, to the HIT page as snippets,
and now to query suggestion as previews of possible query
extensions.
Graph Search has fundamental consequences for information access and offers tremendous opportunities for building
new systems and tools that allow users to explore information from many different angles, shifting control back to the
user. This is a radical departure from current systems where
the machine learning dominate the interaction: the entire information space is determined by the user, and the user is

ACCEPTED PAPERS

We requested the submission of short, 4–5 page papers to
be presented as boaster and poster. We accepted a total
of 6 papers out of 8 submissions after peer review (a 75%
acceptance rate).
Jadeja and Shah [4] investigate data driven ways to visualize and navigate graph or tree structured data. Navigating
or traversing highly curated graph data is an understudied
problem, and hierarchical or tree visualizations can help create order and overview. When visualizing the data from the
viewpoint of a particular node makes any graph data (such
as social network data) look like a tree with the starting
node (a person with all context) as point of origin.
Sabetghadam et al. [8] investigates ways of “reranking”
results based on a graph traversal approach for multimodal
IR, that is hoped to be robust over different distributions
of modalities. The use case of multimodal IR in a curated
data space with rich context presents a challenge, as different
features and scores on different modalities will be very differently distributed in very different probability spaces. An
application of Metropolis-Hastings as sampling/estimation
method is suggested as (partial) solution.
Sakamoto et al. [9] investigate captioning or summarizing
results in highly curated graph data. Succint descriptions
are essential for effective graph exploration, and requires to
take the context and structure into account. The paper discusses a particular graph of words, sentences and documents,
and also touches upon semantic annotations, which would
move the document and text space to an entity space, with
all documents and text linked to a particular category or
entity.
Santisteban and Cárcamo [10] investigates a variant of the
classic Tanimoto or Jaccard similarity measure able to deal
with assymmetry in directed graphs and subsumption hier-

3

in the driver’s seat when expressing her needs and exploring
the space of options interactive.
Acknowledgments This research is funded in part by the
Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (ExPoSe
project, NWO CI # 314.99.108; DiLiPaD project, NWO
Digging into Data # 600.006.014).
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ABSTRACT
Linkedin is the largest professional social network. Linkedin’s
graph and search systems help our users discover other users,
jobs, companies, schools, and relevant professional information. I will present the evolution of these systems, how they
support current use cases, their strengths and weaknesses,
our next generation systems, and how we intend to leverage
these systems to perform graph searches.
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of whether – now that we know something about what can
be built – we are envisioning the right uses for what we have.
They titled their paper “Good Applications for Crummy
Machine Translation” [1]. At about that same time, information retrieval researchers obliged them by (generally
without having read their paper) starting to work on crosslanguage information retrieval; arguably the best application for crummy machine translation ever invented. Now
we have some crummy knowledge graphs – and this time we
have read the Church and Hovy paper – so perhaps the time
is right for us to ask whether we have yet envisioned good
uses for crummy knowledge graphs. In this talk, I will seek
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ABSTRACT
There are over a billion people and over a trillion posts on
Facebook. Among these posts, there are uniquely personalized answers to many search queries. The goal of Facebook
post search is to help people find the most personally relevant posts for each individual query, tailored to the content
of people’s networks. In this talk, I will present some of our
work to build a search product that uses personalized graph
signals in ranking. I will also give an overview of query
modification, posts retrieval and ranking of results.
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ABSTRACT

1.

Traditional approach to represent hierarchical data is to use
directed tree. But it is impractical to display large (in terms
of size as well complexity) trees in limited amount of space.
In order to render large trees consisting of millions of nodes
eﬃciently, the Tree-Map algorithm was developed. Even file
system of UNIX can be represented using Tree-Map. Definition of Tree-Maps is recursive: allocate one box for parent node and children of node are drawn as boxes within
it. Practically, it is possible to render any tree within predefined space using this technique. It has applications in many
fields including bio-informatics, visualization of stock portfolio etc. This paper supports Tree-Map method for data
integration aspect of knowledge graph. Social customer relationship management (CRM) tree-map example is briefly
used to explain how data integration is supported by treemaps. In this paper, key features of Tree-map are discussed
briefly including expressive power of tree-map and types of
queries supported by it. As an example of social network
visualization, how twitter tree-maps can be used to answer
dynamic queries interactively is also discussed in detail.

Tree-Maps are used to present hierarchical information on
2-D[1] (or 3-D [2]) displays. Tree-maps oﬀer many features:
based upon attribute values users can specify various categories, users can visualize as well as manipulate categorized
information and saving of more than one hierarchy is also
supported [3].
Various tiling algorithms are known for tree-maps namely:
Binary tree, mixed treemaps, ordered, slice and dice, squarified and strip. Transition from traditional representation
methods to Tree-Maps are shown below. In figure 1 given
hierarchical data and equivalent tree representation of given
data are shown. One can consider nodes as sets, children
of nodes as subsets and therefore it is fairly easy to convert tree diagram into Venn diagram. Figure 2 represents
Venn diagram and its equivalent representation as nested
tree-map. Nested tree-map represents the nesting of rectangles. Finally in figure 3, tree-map representation of given
hierarchical data is shown [4]. Tree-map is a comprehensive
design in which a border is used to show nesting and it is
more space eﬃcient compared to nested version. Key advantages of tree-maps are easy identification of patterns and
eﬃcient usage of space.
Queries related to space can be answered easily with the
use of tree-map visualization. Consider tree-map representation of operating system say UNIX. With the help of
this representation, one can easily answer following queries:
Identification of directory which is taking up most of space,
how much amount of space is taken up by specific directories, types of files present in hierarchy etc. Tree-maps
oﬀer dynamic visualization. Key features of dynamic visualization are: immediate feedback mechanism, support
for dynamic queries( queries which are incremental and reversible). In Section 5, types of queries supported by treemap are explained in detail. Tree-maps can be used to represent complex social networks. Possible approaches to deal
with dynamic queries during highly interactive sessions are
discussed in subsection 6.1 for such types of tree-maps.
Intuitively, tree-map representation is better than simple
manual list representation. Peet is a San Francisco Bay Area
based famous coﬀee roaster as well as retailer since 1966. A
marketing survey showed following result: For 92 out of 100
customers of peet, (who used the tree-map interface) online
shopping was easy. Whereas for the manual lists users, this
percentage was only 12. Tree-map interface of peet is shown
in figure 4. Most of the other techniques of data visualization were invented in the absence of widely-available computational(computer) resources. Tree-maps were conceived as
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INTRODUCTION

a result of computerization and therefore they have crucial
benefits from this more modern scenario.

Figure 3: Tree-Map
7. Labels must be visible in multicolored background of
tree-map.
8. Depending upon the nature of the color measure, one
sided/two sided color range should be used.

Figure 1: Hierarchical data and Corresponding Tree
Representation

9. In order to show correlation, highlighting should be
used.
10. One can use animation in tree-maps to show change in
the data.
11. Simple presentation method (Tooltip window/sidebar)
can be used to show node detail.

Figure 2: Venn Diagram and Nested Tree-Map

2. GUIDELINES FOR TREE MAP DESIGN
1. Every box of the tree-map can display two diﬀerent
measures namely size and color. Size should reflect
quantity measure whereas color is used to display measure of performance and/or change. i.e. satisfaction of
customer, growth rate etc.

Figure 4: www.peets.com

3.

2. In selection of tree-map layouts, extreme aspect ratios
should be avoided [5].

EXPRESSIVE POWER OF TREE-MAP

Tree-Maps are used to express a variety of nested as well
as hierarchical data and data structures. In general, type of
tree-map representation depends upon application and type
of data hierarchy.
“Tree-map visualization generator” are used to display treemaps for arbitrary hierarchical data. Tree-Maps can be provided as images in static forms or they can be used to provide
interactive features (like zooming into small area of hierarchy) in applications. Tree-maps support browser as well as
rich client applications. In one of the applications, tree-maps
are incorporated with Windows Forms- Microsoft Corporation.

3. Tree-maps are more suitable for high density data, for
low density one can use bar charts.
4. Comparing non-leaf nodes is easier in tree-maps compared to bar charts.
5. Appropriate labels should be given and labels should
be meaningful.
6. It is advisable to show labels only when user rolls over
a tree-map box.
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Tree-Maps are also famous amongst news designers. Examples are listed below.

brand score depends upon 1) Brand engagement of customerbehavioral aspect and 2) Attitudes of customers.
Two diﬀerent types of score namely spend value score
and advocacy score are calculated using integrated database
(traditional CRM and unstructured data). Social CRM treemap can be created by plotting these scores (by integrating
two data-sets) on a 2-D axis[9]. Example of social CRM
tree-map is given in figure 6. Members without any spend
value are defined as noncustomers. This tree-map is useful
for calculation of overall “customer brand score”.

1. NewsMap[6] (Newsmap.jp is developed by Marcos
Weskamp and it represents current items of Google
News using interactive Tree-map which is shown in
figure 5.)
2. London 2012 Olympics and Tree- maps [7]
3. BBC News- SuperPower: Visualising the internet
4. The New York Times- Obama’s budget proposal (Year
2011)
5. CNN Twitter buzz of South Africa (Year 2010)

Figure 6: Social CRM Tree-Map
Advocates have following qualities: They have high values
for spend value as advocacy score. They are brand evangelists and their behavior as well as attitude is very loyal to
brand.
After successful development of Tree-map, organizations
can take actions in order to cultivate advocates of brand.

Figure 5: www.newsmap,jp

4. SOCIAL NETWORK DATA AND TREEMAP

5.

For the promotion of brand, role of marketer is not significant in the modern era of social media. In the past,
information was produced by marketers and consumed by
customers. Currently more information is generated by customers about brands on social media including blogs, social
media networks, online forums etc. Currently marketing
teams are struggling in analysis of this online information,
which is required for prediction of acceptance rates of products, patterns of purchase and level of satisfaction in customers. Marketers can use these new channels for promotion
by developing customers as brand advocates.
For travel as well as hospitality industry, decisions related
to purchase are mainly determined by online reviews as well
as recommendations. Online customer data along with business functions information forms an integrated database. In
order to study levels of customer loyalty, study of this integrated database is necessary.
It is possible to use customer tree-map for segmenting
customers and generation of ‘brand score’ for customers and

TYPES OF QUERY SUPPORTED BY TREEMAPS

Tree-Maps provide two important features by supporting
dynamic queries:
1. Querying a large set of data.
2. To find out patterns in large data set. [10][11]
In tree-maps, dynamic queries are implemented using radio
buttons, buttons and sliders. Tree-map follows principle of
direct manipulation for searching in large database.
Key features of query processing of Tree-Map are listed below:
• Supports visual representation.
query)

(for components of

• Supports visual representation of query results
• Provides rapid, reversible and incremental control of
query.
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• Selection is done by just pointing, not by typing.
• Tree-map provides immediate as well as continuous
mechanism of feedback

6. TREE-MAP FOR TWITTER DATA VISUALIZATION
Key requirements for visualization of any social network
are listed below:
• Identification of the actors-members of the social network.
• Visualization should represent relationships of various
types.
• Visualization should support aggregated as well as structured view of the complex social network.

Figure 8: Twitter Treemap with additional information (Actor’s interests)

Consider example of Twitter network with four sample actors namely Steve, John, Luke and Adam. Figure 7 represents this network as a Tree-map. Tree-map oﬀers all the
crucial features which are desirable for visualization tool.
Here actors are represented by rectangles and size of each
rectangle is proportional to the total number of tweets sent
by that particular actor. The friendship relationship is represented by a common edge between two rectangles. In our
example. rectangle corresponding to Luke has highest area
which implies highest number of tweets amongst the four
users. No common edge is present between Steve and Luke
which implies that they are not friends in Twitter.

Figure 9: Twitter Treemap integrated with Network
diagram

using which the user can get specific information just by
placing the computer mouse over the specific box. Because
of these crucial interactive features, tree-map is emerging
powerful visualization technique-also for large social datasets because real time feedback is essential in the case of
complex social network. Due to this interactivity feature,
the analyst has the ability to traverse the tree and he can
also present categorical data view at every level.
Generally, queries on social network data focus more on
relationships between diﬀerent groups and size of particular category is often very common type of query. For example, which country has highest number of tweeter users?
Now consider one complex query: Do white males in the
North America use the twitter more than white females in
the South? In order to answer this question one has to consider sub-questions for all data points. i.e. whether a particular person is black/white, whether he has twitter account
or not and so on.
In order to answer these queries interactively for categorical social data, we propose the use of CatTrees.(enhancement
of tree-maps) [13] It is possible to answer these types of
question easily if the data has hierarchy because then for
each possible answer pattern one can allocate leaf node with
counter and to get final answer, the analyst can follow two
diﬀerent paths (depending upon query) from root to leaf
nodes and give final result depending upon the comparison

Figure 7: Basic Twitter Treemap
Other variants of Twitter tree-map are also shown in figure 8 and 9. Tree mapping is not as popular as other visualization techniques still recent survey results are encouraging
for twitter tree-maps [12]. Better results are possible by improving current design of tree-maps as well as integration of
tree-map with other visualization techniques.

6.1 Discussion on Interactivity of Tree-maps
Tree-map oﬀers interactive feature which is distinctive.
The main objective of this visualization tool is to provide
interactive display on a computer screen. Because of this
unique feature, one can explore the data hierarchy eﬀortlessly and simultaneously decent level of estimation is also
possible for quantitative aspects of the information. In order to provide element specific information in detail, various tree-map soft wares oﬀers computer screen mouseovers
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of counters. So depending upon query, new hierarchy may
be required every time. In short, dynamic hierarchies are
required to support dynamic queries! Dynamic hierarchies
are implemented by CatTrees.
All social data is not hierarchical in nature. Surprisingly
tree-maps can be used to visualize non-hierarchical data too.
In this case, imaginary hierarchy is provided as an input by
the analyst [14].

5. Kong, N., Heer, J., & Agrawala, M. (2010). Perceptual
guidelines for creating rectangular tree-maps. Visualization and Computer Graphics, IEEE Transactions
on, 16(6), 990 − 998.
6. Ong, T. H., Chen, H., Sung, W. K., & Zhu, B. (2005).
Newsmap: a knowledge map for online news. Decision
Support Systems, 39(4), 583-597.
7. Field, K. (2012). Mapping the London 2012 Olympics.
The Cartographic Journal, 49(3), 281-296.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Speed of data accessing is very crucial parameter for any
visualization tool. Tree-maps should support hardware or
parallel processing or grid computing approach for better
results.
Overall design of tree-maps should be modified for oﬀering
better understandings of the data. Data accuracy is also
equally important along with decent data accessing speed.
Tree-maps should oﬀer better meaningful results for various
queries. Nowadays tree-maps are famous at the academy
but they are not accepted as a general hierarchical tool.
Tree-maps have various drawbacks: 1) Specific use 2) Lack
of cognitive plausibility 3) Poor performance (Task-driven)
4) Average aesthetic qualities. Currently ongoing research
in this area is trying to solve these issues.
Tree-maps are very useful tools for identification of extreme values in large database as well as primary trends.
They are not meant for comparison of values precisely mainly
because of two dimensional limited area and color encoding.
Tree-maps are successful and can be understood easily by
public.

8. Cao, N., Lin, Y. R., Sun, X., Lazer, D., Liu, S., & Qu,
H. (2012). Whisper: Tracing the spatiotemporal process of information diﬀusion in real time.Visualization
and Computer Graphics, IEEE Transactions on, 18(12),
2649-2658.
9. Vijay Raghunathan(2014) Moving Beyond Social CRM
with Customer Brand Score Available:
http://www.cognizant.com/InsightsWhitepapers/MovingBeyond-Social-CRM-with-the-Customer-Brand-Score.pdf
10. Deussen, O., Hansen, C., Keim, D. A., & Saupe, D.
Interactive Tree-maps With Detail on Demand to Support Information Search in Documents.
11. Schlechtweg, S., Schulze-Wollgast, P., & Schumann,
H.(2004, May). Interactive tree-mapswith detail on
demand to support information search in documents.
In Proceedings of the Sixth Joint Eurographics-IEEE
TCVG conference on Visualization (pp. 121-128)
.Eurographics Association.
12. Sathiyanarayanan, M., & Burlutskiy, N. Design and
Evaluation of Euler Diagram and Treemap for Social
Network Visualisation.
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ABSTRACT
The velocity of multimodal information shared on web has
increased significantly. Many reranking approaches try to
improve the performance of multimodal retrieval, however
not in the direction of true relevancy of a multimodal object. Metropolis-Hastings (MH) is a method based on Monte
Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) for sampling from a distribution when traditional sampling methods such as transformation or inversion fail. If we assume this probability distribution as true relevancy of documents for an information
need, in this paper we explore how leveraging our model
with Metropolis-Hastings algorithm may help towards true
relevancy in multimodal IR.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: General; H.3.3
[Information Search and Retrieval]: Metrics—Retrieval
models, Search process

General Terms
Theory, Algorithm

Keywords
IR, Multimodal, Graph, Metropolis-Hastings

1. INTRODUCTION
There are many challenges in multimodal information retrieval. Mei et al. [8] have performed a survey on reranking
models of multimodal information retrieval. They divide the
related work in four categories: 1) Self-reranking: includes
reranking methods that include data from the original ranking result such as Pseudo-Relevance Feedback or learning
a ranking model by giving top ranked documents as positive. 2) Example-based reranking: methods to understand
the query using accompanying examples. 3) Crowd reranking: leverages crowd-sourced knowledge on the web to mine

relevant patterns for a query. 4) Interactive Reranking: in
this case a user can edit a part of the search results (to delete
or to emphasize).
Graph-based methods for reranking are a subset of Selfreranking category, in which a graph oriented search is performed based on relations between objects. Mostly, related
work in this area is performed on images/videos with similarity links between them [11, 5]. The use of results from
independent modality indexing neglect that data objects
are interlinked through different relations. The problem
becomes more challenging when the graph is multimodal.
During traversal, we may see information objects from different modalities (text, audio, video or image). We propose
a model to utilize probabilistic model of IR in multimodal
retrieval, with the goal of approaching true relevancy rather
than just a reranking. This means that a query may have
null result because of lack of any relevant data. According
to probability ranking principle in IR, the relevancy of a
. This
document to a query is defined as p(d|q) = p(q|d)p(d)
p(q)
requires the probabilities of p(q) and p(d) which are not
available. Different ranking models like TF.IDF, BM25 or
LM aim to probe the true ranking through different models
on p(q|d).
In this paper, we explore the capability of our model to
approach probabilistic IR for multimodal retrieval with the
help of the MH algorithm. MH is based on MCMC and is
used in cases where it is hard to sample from a probability
distribution. Assuming the true probability distribution of
relevancy of documents to the query as stationary distribution, utilizing MH we make a Markov-chain of documents
which results in the same stationary distribution of probabilities. We conduct the experiments on ImageCLEF2011
Wikipedia collection as a multimodal collection.

2.

RELATED WORK

There are many efforts in multimodal retrieval in combining textual and visual modalities. Martinent et al. [7]
propose to generate automatic document annotations from
inter-modal analysis. They consider visual feature vectors
and annotation keywords as binary random variables. Jing
et al. [6] employ the PageRank to rerank image search. The
hyperlinks between images are based on visual similarity of
search results. Yao et al. [11] make a similarity graph of
images and find authority nodes as result for image queries.
Through this model, both visual content and textual information of the images is explored. Hsu et .al [5] leverage
context reranking as a random walk over a graph of video
stories. The links are based on similarities between different

Copyright c 2015 for the individual papers by the papers’ authors. Copying permitted for private and academic purposes. This volume is published
and copyrighted by its editors.
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• Semantic (α): any semantic relation between two objects in the collection (e.g. the link between lyrics and
a music file). The edge weight wxy is made inversely
proportional to the α-out-degree of the source node u
(α)
and wxy = 1/Nx .

video stories. The final scoring value is a combination of
initial text and stationary distribution scores.
The application of MH method in information retrieval, is
limited to search in peer-2-peer networks [3, 1]. Ferreira et
al. [3] have designed a protocol for locating a specific object
regardless of the topology of the network through uniform
sampling from peer-to-peer networks. Zhong et al. [12] use
random walks and focus on convergence time for different
network sizes. They investigate the probability distribution
of visiting nodes. In order to go beyond peer-2-peer networks and apply MH in IR, we need a jumping distribution,
i.e. weighted links between nodes. Such links may be similarity/semantic or a mixture of the two. The difficulty, as
we will see, is ensuring the stochastic and ergodic nature of
the chain.

3.

• Part-of (β): a specific type of semantic relation, indicating an object as part of another object, e.g. an
image in a document. The weight is 1 because of containment relation as an object part of another one.
• Similarity (γ): relation between the facets of two information objects. The weight is the similarity value
between the facets.
• Facet (δ): linking an object to its representation(s).
It is a unidirectional relation from facet to the parent
object. Weights are given by perceived information
content of features, with respect to the query type.

MH ALGORITHM

MH is one of the algorithms based on MCMC to obtain
samples from a complex probability distribution π(x). The
(x)
. The
goal is to draw samples form π(x) where π(x) = πeK
normalizing variable K is unknown and hard to compute.
Based on the jumping distribution matrix of W , MH algorithm generates a sequence from this distribution as follows:
1. Start with initial value x that π(x) > 0

Our scoring method consists of two steps: 1) In the first
step, we perform an initial search with Lucene and/or Lire
result based on the facets. This provides us a set of activation nodes. 2) In the second step, using the initial result set
of data objects (with normalized scores) as seeds, we exploit
the graph structure and traverse it.
The model can perform both partial/whole facet retrieval.
We may decide to search e.g. only based on query textual
or visual facets, or based on all query facets. In practice, we
make a form of late facet fusion by combination of different
scores and giving one score to the parent information object.
However, it is not in the traditional way of late fusion. Since
we do not make the result rank list out of top ranked nodes.
We initiate their scores in graph nodes and then start propagation. In our model, facet fusion is implicitly calculated
by matrix multiplication and final vector computation.

2. Using the current x value, sample a candidate point y
from W (x, y).
3. The transition probability then is made according to
P r(x, y) = W (x, y)λ(x, y)


π
e(y).W (y, x)
,1
λ(x, y) = min
π
e(x).W (x, y)

(1)
(2)

Note that λ(x, y) does not require knowledge of the
normalizing constant because π(y)/π(x) drops it out.
If it increases the density (λ > 1), accept y and set the
next sample xt = y. Repeat step 3. If it decreases the
density, sample u from uniform (0,1). Accept if λ > u,
else reject it.

5.

MH MAPPED TO IR

We want to achieve a query dependent stationary distribution such that the probability in node x is proportional to
the probability that this node is relevant to the query, and at
any other node (non-relevant) the probability is zero. This
is the π(x) distribution from which we cannot directly sample. Instead, we have the π
e(x) which could be a relevance
scoring function (e.g. a BM25 score between the data object xi and the query). MH would formally provide us with
a method to sample from the probability distribution, if the
approximate probability π
e is properly chosen.
We have the graph of different relations in the adjacency
matrix W . Assuming the true relevancy of nodes to the
query as π(x), we define the π̃(x) as relevance score value
function (RSV ). A node (M) in the graph may be of any
modality: Text (T), Image (I), Audio (A) or Video (V), and
the query (Q) may be combination of different modalities.
We define the relevance score value function (RSV ), as follows:

In order to reach a unique equilibrium state for a Markovchain, it should be ergodic, satisfying irreducibility (for any
state, the probability of getting there given any starting
point is more than zero) and aperiodicity (there is no rhythm
in which states can be reached given a starting point). There
may be different proposal distributions for MH. Two general
approaches are [10]: 1) Random walks - the new state y is
dependent to the current state x. 2) Independent sample
finding - the probability of jumping to point y is chosen
from a distribution of interest, independent of the current
value. This method is usually used in asymmetric MH. We
use the first approach in our work.

4. MODEL REPRESENTATION
We define a graph-based model G = (V, E), in which V
is the set of information objects and their facets, and E
is the set of edges. By facet we mean inherent feature or
representation of an object (e.g., tf.idf facet of a document
or edge histogram of an image). Each object may have a
number of facets. We define four types of relations. Their
characteristics are discussed in detail in [9]. We formally
define the relation types and their weights as follows:

M ∈ {T, I, V, A}
M = ∪n
i=1 Mfi

Q = ∪m
j=1 Qfj

l = |{Qf |Qfi = Mfi }|
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5.2 Role of MH in Adjusting the Weights
RSV (Q, M ) =

l
X

norm(sim(Qfi , Mfi )).wfi

In principle, MH either accepts a jumping density of W (x, y)
(when λ > 1) and keeps the value and moves forward, or
modifies the weight with the factor of λ. The new value of
this link for next step is W (x, y) · λ. According to stochastic property, the sum of the weights of links of an edge is
1. In each step, when weights are adjusted by MH, the
sum may get lower than 1. In this case the link is accepted with probability of λ < 1. The decreased value is
given as self-transitivity value to the node, indicating staying in this state is preferred than choosing that specific link.
Performing this for many steps, loosens the links with less
relevant neighbours and keeps the links with increasing relevancy neighbours. This way, MH may modify the weights
in the direction of making a Markov chain which reaches to
the true probability distribution.
To prevent poorly mixing, we start from different starting
points according to standard search result for each facet.
These points satisfy the condition of π
e(x) > 0 as it is the
scored ranked result.

(3)

i=1

where n is the number of facet types of the information
object node, m is the number of facet types of the query, sim
is the similarity function between two facets, norm is the
normalizing function and wfi is the weight of facet fi for this
query. We compute the similarity (sim) between l number
of the same facets of this information object and the query,
in which Qfi and Mfi are the value of corresponding facets.
Usually the value of a facet is in the form of a feature vector.
In case of no common facet, the sim function output is zero.
Relevancy of an information object to a query should be
calculated in accordance to other information objects. For
this purpose we compute the similarity of all objects for each
query facet and normalize. As we have a multimodal graph
and in each step may visit a node with different modality,
we require a normalized value to be able to compare the
relevancy values.
Different modalities have different facets. Reaching nodes
with the same modality of query examples, we have all the
facets in common (e.g. an image query and an image node).
Visiting nodes with different modality than query examples,
we perform similarity for common facets. For instance, if we
have an audio object and an image query, we can compare
their textual facets (the tf.idf facet of image metadata and
tf.idf facet of the audio tags or lyrics).

5.1

6.

MH Constraints in Astera

Irreducibility: To check irreducibility we should prove
that our graph is connected. By adding different relations
of β, γ and α, we have a connected graph. For this purpose,
starting from top ranked results for a sample query we traverse the graph. In each step we visit new neighbours and
continue until we see no more new nodes. The number of
nodes seen in this traversal was the whole graph size. This
observation, even for one query, indicates the connectivity
of our graph.
Aperiodicity: Finding nodes from a starting point is not
multiple of a number in our graph. We satisfy this constraint
by construction.
Stochastic property: According to the weight definition
in Astera for β links, the sum of weights on a row may be
more than one. However, semantic (α) and/or similarity
(γ) links can be used in a normalized form, complying with
stochastic property.
Transition Function in Astera According to MetropolisHasitngs algorithm, and Eq. 2 we sample from W (x, y) and
accept the move with probability λ(x, y). This implies on
how we define high-order
transition probabilities after t steps:
P
P rqt+1 (x, y) = ki=1 P rqt (x, zi )(zi , y) where q is the query, k
is the number of common nodes z between x and y, and P rt
is the transition probability of starting from x and moving
t steps further.
Mixing Walsh divides the mixing chains in two categories
of poorly mixing and well mixing chains [10]. To prevent
poorly mixing, one usual way is to use Simulated Annealing
method with high jumps. Second option is to start with
several chains to cover the space to find nodes. Our model
follows the second option, as we start from different starting
points according to standard search result for each facet.
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EXPERIMENT DESIGN

We applied the ImageCLEF 2011 Wikipedia collection for
imgae retrieval task. Each image has one metadata file that
provides information about name, location, one or more associated parent documents in up to three languages (EN, DE
and FR), and textual image annotations (i.e. caption, description and comment). The collection consists of 125,828
documents and 237,434 images. We parsed the image metadata and created nodes for all parent documents, images and
corresponding facets. We created different relation types:
the β relation between parent documents and images (as
part of the document), and δ relation between information
objects and their facets. We use the 50 English query topics.

6.1

Document and Image Facets

In the first phase of our hybrid search, we use standard
indexing results both for documents and images. The computed scores in both modalities are normalized per topic between (0,1) based on min-max method. Different indexings
based on different facets are:
• Text tf.idf facet: We utilize default Lucene indexer,
based on tf.idf, as text facet.
• Image textual annotation tf.idf facet (Metadata):
We use metadata information of the images caption,
comment and description), as image textual facets.
• CEDD facet: For image facets, we selected the Color
and Edge Directivity Descriptor (CEDD) feature since
it is considered the best method to extract purely visual results [2].
In the second phase, starting from standard indexed results, we conduct the graph search based on MH. In this
instantiation of Astera, we use only β links between the
documents and images. We investigate adding α and δ link
types are in our future works.

6.2

Transition Matrix in Astera

To compute the transition matrix P r, we need to compute the λ(x, y) for each two neighbour nodes to update the
weights. In this instantiation of Astera with ImageCLEF

2011 Wikipedia collection, we have images and documents
node types. The query topic in this collection is multimodal.
It is a combination of keywords and image examples with
facet set of {tf.idf, CEDD}.
Based on any of these facets, we can start traversal in the
graph. For example, if we start from similarity with metadata tf.idf results, we will have a set of images as starting
points to make the traversal. In this instantiation of Astera,
an image object (I) has two facets of {tf.idf, CEDD}. The
common set of facets of l between the query and image is
l = {tf.idf, CEDD}. Each image is connected to at least
one parent document (D) through β link. To compute the
P r(I, D) = W (I, D) · λ(I, D), we need the λ value, which is:


RSV (Q, D) W (D, I)
.
,1
(4)
λ(I, D) =
RSV (Q, I) W (I, D)

We compare the results with/without using MH algorithm
(Tables 1, 2). We did not get better result in our preliminary
experiment with MH. The reason is dependency of a jump to
the value of RSV (y)/RSV (x). The implemented RSV function for images is based on metadata facet. A large number
of images are not retrieved in Lucene result for Metadata
facet- we retrieve in the scale of 1000 images for each query,
compared to having 274,000 images. We set the minimum
value of retrieved scores (0.0001), as RSV value of visited
images not in the Lucene results. We have observed that
this approach biases a large number of images to very low
score, which we assume to be the cause of low precision.
Though, further experiments in this direction are needed 1 .

7.

We presented a graph-based model for multimodal IR
leveraging MH algorithm. The graph is enriched by extracted facets of information objects. Different modalities
are treated equally thanks to faceted search. We proposed
a generic relevancy function based on facet similarity of objects to the query. Leveraging this model, we have a platform, potential to investigate the affect of different facets on
performance, and burning in the matrix. We have the opportunity to examine query dependent traversal, as weights
in the graph are affected by relevancy of source and target
nodes to the query. The preliminary results with MH did
not improve the result. Many steps in the graph should be
taken until the matrix burns in to the stationary distribution, which is in our future work. However, this experiment
brings some issues to discuss: 1) How much the final probability distribution is dependent on the chosen π
e(x)? 2)
Is MH algorithm on graph-based collections an opportunity
to compare the effect of different ranking models? 3) How
much expensive is this approach regarding the need of high
number of transitions until the matrix burns in? 4) How
do we satisfy stochastic property in multimodal graph with
heterogeneous relation types? In principle, this property is
beyond mathematically summing the weights to 1, but it
goes back to the utility of different modalities as neighbours
to the user. The difficulty is whether these neighbours are
equally useful to the user?

where
RSV (Q, I) = norm(sim(Qtf.idf , Itf.idf )).wtf.idf +
norm(sim(QCEDD , ICEDD )).wCEDD

(5)

and
RSV (Q, D) = norm(sim(Qtf.idf , Dtf.idf )).wtf.idf

(6)

The RSV value is computed based on normalized Lucene
and LIRE similarity score for tf.idf and CEDD facet respectively. The wCEDD and wtf.idf are facet weights for this
query. For each query, we perform this similarity computation in all three languages, separately for image metadata
and documents. We take this value as relevancy value of
each image/document for a specific query.

6.3

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Experiment Result

We included text tf.idf and metadata tf.idf facets in this
experiment. We start with top 20 similar documents and
images (as activated nodes) based on these facets for each
query, and traverse the graph from these 40 touch points,
step by step in parallel. In each step, for node x and its
neighbour y, we compute the λ(x, y), update the weight and
continue to the next neighbour. This is performed in the
form of matrix multiplications.
In Markov chain random walks, without MH algorithm,
we utilize matrix multiplication to simulate the walk in the
graph. The probability distribution after t steps is calculated as at = a0 · W t , where a0 is the starting scores and
at is the scores after t steps. However, leveraging MH, the
edge weights are affected by λ (Eq. 1). This is a potential
problem for computing the updated transition matrix. The
reason is that, in each iteration, the matrix W is affected
by λ which is a min function - W · λ in first iteration and
W · λ · λ in the second iteration. However, Hlynka et al. [4]
observed that the transition matrix P r does not change in
further steps. Therefore, we need to compute only once the
matrix of P r(x, y) = W (x, y) · λ(x, y) for all nodes, and use
this matrix in further multiplications. This makes the MH
steps simulation feasible in implementation.
We compute the final score as at = a0 · P rt after t steps.
This computation is needed for middle steps, since in ideal
case the multiplication is performed many times until the
matrix converges and in stationary distribution the nodes’
probability are independent of starting scores in the graph.

8.
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0.115

r@20

Table 1: Result for documents without image facets, selftransitivity: 0.9, links: δ, β
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ABSTRACT

layers with links between two homogeneous nodes and links
between two heterogeneous nodes. The homogeneous nodes
are defined as nodes in the same layer, and the heterogeneous
nodes are defined as ones in different layers. The link weight
for homogeneous nodes is similarity based on the degree of
word-overlap between two sentences or two documents, and
the link weight for heterogeneous nodes is similarity based on
the degree of word-overlap between a sentence and a document. Note that the link weights are homogeneous in nature
(based on word overlap) even if the nodes are heterogeneous.

We propose a graph-based ranking method for query-biased
summarization in a three-layer graph model consisting of
document, sentence and word-layers. The model has a representation that fuses three kinds of heterogeneous information: part-whole relationships between different linguistic units, similarity using the overlap of the Basic Elements
(BEs) in the statements, and semantic similarity between
words. In an experiment using the text summarization test
collection of Nakano et al., our proposed method achieved
the best result of the five considered methods, which were
based on other graph models with an average R-Precision of
0.338.

Keywords
graph-based ranking, multi-layer graph model, query-biased
summarization

1. INTRODUCTION
Query-biased summarization, which is a multi-document summarization method customized to reflect the information
need expressed in a query[10], has increased in importance
for accessing user-preferred information. Following TextRank[5]
and LexRank[1], which use graph-based ranking algorithms
for sentence selection in summarization, several versions of
graph-based ranking algorithms have been proposed for querybiased summarization[3, 4, 7, 11]. Graph-based ranking algorithms are advantageous because they do not only rely
on the local context of a text unit, but rather they consider information recursively drawn from the entire text[5].
Hu et al.[3] proposed an extension of the Co-HITS-Ranking
algorithm by naturally fusing sentence-level and documentlevel information in a graph model to take into account the
strength of document-to-document and sentence-to-document
correlation. Their graph model has document and sentence
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Here, we are interested in the behavior when link weights of
different natures and different layers such as the word layer
are introduced into the graph model in addition to the sentence and document layers used in the Hu et al. model.
Kaneko et al.[4] proposed a four-layer graph model that
consists of document, passage, sentence and word layers to
comprehensively select adequate passages for summaries. In
their model, two nodes from different layers are linked in
accordance with part-whole relationships. For example, if a
sentence contains a word, the corresponding sentence layer
node is linked to the corresponding word-layer node. If another sentence contains the same word, the corresponding
sentence-layer node is also linked to the same word-layer
node. This is another representation of word overlap between sentences, which is distinct from word overlap using
link weight. In this paper, we use a three-layer graph model,
which consists of document, sentence, and word layers, based
on part-whole relationships. Because we are not interested
in passage selection, we do not use the passage layer. We use
the Basic Elements (BEs), which are minimal semantic units
and represent dependencies between the words in a sentence
originally proposed by Hovy et al.[2], as units for calculating the meaning of a statement in the proposed three-layer
model although Hovy et al. was not graph-based. Because
BEs can more exactly represent the meaning of a statement
than words, we use similarity based on the degree of BE overlap instead of word overlap as link weights in the sentence
and document layers. Moreover, as link weights in the word
layer, we use semantic similarity based on a thesaurus. We
attempt to improve graph-based ranking by fusing the above
three heterogeneous natures, which are part-whole relationships between different linguistic units, BE-overlap similarity between sentences or documents, and semantic similarity
between words.

Document
Layer

Dq

Two nodes in neighboring layers, namely between the document and sentence layers or between the sentence and word
layers, are linked with each other using part-whole relationships. The part-whole relationship link is represented as a
solid thin arrow in Figure 1. If a linguistic unit in the upper layer contains a unit in the lower layer, a part-whole
relationship link can be drawn. For example, if a sentence
in the sentence layer contains word w, a part-whole relationship link is drawn between the node for the sentence
in the sentence layer and the node for word w in the word
layer. The link weight of part-whole relationships is fixed
to 1. Note that a part-whole relationship link between the
document and sentence layers indicates that the document
contains words used in the sentence. Therefore, two nodes
in the document and word layers are not directly linked.

D2
D1

S2
Sentence
Layer

S3

Sq
S1

W3
W5

Wq1
Word
Layer

Wq2

W4
W2

BE-overlap similarity

Semantic similarity

Part-whole relationships

3.

Figure 1: The graph model for fusing heterogeneous
information.
In this paper, we propose a graph-based ranking method
for query-biased summarization by extending the Co-HITSRanking algorithm to a three-layer graph model that has a
representation fusing three kinds of heterogeneous information. Although we used Japanese texts in the experiment,
the proposed graph model and algorithm are language independent. We suppose that a query is given as a sentence.

2. GRAPH MODEL
Figure 1 shows the graph model for fusing heterogeneous
information. The model consists of three layers for representing the different linguistic units of a given document
set, namely the document, sentence, and word layers.

3.1

|setBE (ni ) ∩ setBE (nj )|
,
|setBE (ni ) ∪ setBE (nj )|

Constructing the Graph

The graphical representation of query sentence is given as
follows. The node for the query is added to the sentence
layer. Another node corresponding to the query, which is
regarded as a pseudo-document, is added to the document
layer. Nodes of words used in the query are added to the
word layer. The above-mentioned nodes are defined as query
nodes in the lump. The graphical representation of the input documents is given as follows. One node per document
is added to the document layer. Nodes corresponding to
sentences or words used in the document are added to the
sentence or word layers, respectively. Finally, two nodes
in neighboring layers are linked based on part-whole relationships, two nodes in the document or sentence layers are
linked using BE-overlap similarity, and two nodes in the
word layer are linked using semantic similarity.

Two nodes in the document or sentence layers are linked
with each other using BE-overlap similarity. The BE-overlap
similarity link is represented by a solid bold arrow in Figure
1. The BE-overlap similarity simBE (ni , nj ) between two
nodes ni and nj is defined as
simBE (ni , nj ) =

ALGORITHM

The proposed method takes a query sentence and a set of
documents as input and ranks all sentences in the documents, in order of relevance to the query, using the extended
Co-HITS-Ranking algorithm. The proposed method is performed in four stages. The first stage makes a graph representing the query and documents. The second stage assigns
initial ranking scores Rq to all nodes in the graph. The
third stage calculates homogeneous ranking scores Ro according to recommendations among the neighboring homogeneous nodes. The fourth stage calculates heterogeneous
ranking scores Re , which are the final ranking scores, according to recommendations among the neighboring heterogeneous nodes.

(1)

where setBE (n) is the set of BEs used in a linguistic unit,
which is a document or sentence, corresponding to n. Moreover, simBE (ni , nj ) is a value in the interval [0,1]. As the
rate of BEs commonly used in ni and nj increases, the value
of simBE (ni , nj ) becomes higher.
Two nodes in the word layer are linked with each other using semantic similarity based on a thesaurus. The semantic
similarity link is represented by a dashed arrow in Figure 1.
The semantic similarity simsem (ni , nj ) between two wordlayer nodes ni and nj is defined as

3.2

Assigning Initial Scores

The initial ranking score Rq (n) of node n is defined as

1 (if n is a query node)
Rq (n) =
.
(3)
0 (otherwise)

M D − maxc∈hyper(ck ,cl ) depth(c)
, (2)
MD
where M D is the maximum depth of the thesaurus, ck and
cl are the concepts in the thesaurus corresponding to ni and
nj , respectively, hyper(ck , cl ) is a set of thesaurus concepts
that subsume both ck and cl , and depth(c) is the depth of
concept c in the thesaurus. Here, simsem (ni , nj ) is a value in
the interval [0,1]. When the distance between nodes ni and
nj decreases, the value of simsem (ni , nj ) becomes higher.
simsem (ni , nj ) =

This is a simple criterion that Rq (n) is 1 if n is a query node;
otherwise, Rq (n) is 0.

3.3

Ranking Homogeneous Nodes

The ranking of homogeneous nodes in a layer is performed
separately from ranking in other layers. When we define a
link weight simo (ni , nj ) between homogeneous nodes ni and
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nj as
simo (ni , nj ) =



simsem (ni , nj ) (if they are word-layer nodes)
, (4)
simBE (ni , nj ) (otherwise)

the homogeneous ranking score Ro (ni ) of ni is repeatedly
calculated until the value converges according to the following expression:
X
simo (ni , nj )
P
Ro (ni ) = do
Ro (nj )
o
nk ∈Out(nj ) sim (nj , nk )
nj ∈In(ni )

+(1 − do )Rq (ni ),

(5)

where In(ni ) is a set of nodes linked to ni , Out(nj ) is a
set of nodes linked from nj , and do is a trade-off parameter
in the interval [0,1]. As the value of do increases, more importance is given to ranking scores from the neighborhood
homogeneous nodes compared to the initial score.

3.4

Figure 2: Changes of the average R-Precision values
.

Ranking Heterogeneous Nodes

The ranking of heterogeneous nodes in neighboring layers is
performed as follows. When a link weight simP W (ni , nj )
between heterogeneous nodes ni and nj is defined as the
same value as the link weight of part-whole relationships,
the heterogeneous ranking score Re (ni ) of ni is repeatedly
calculated until the value converges according to the following expression:
X
simP W (ni , nj )
P
Re (nj )
Re (ni ) = de
nk ∈Out(nj ) simP W (nj , nk )
nj ∈In(ni )

e

+(1 − de )Ro (ni ),

(6)

where d is a trade-off parameter in the interval [0,1]. As
the value of de increases, more importance is given to ranking scores from the neighborhood heterogeneous nodes compared to the initial score. Finally, all sentences are ranked
and returned in the order of the Re values of the sentencelayer nodes, with the exception of the query node.

4. EXPERIMENT
4.1 Experimental Setup

Table 1: The average R-Precision values in the condition of do = de = 0.5.
Only S-layer
With D-layer
With W-layer
Three layers

0.173
0.151
0.240
0.338

query sentence, in that they include many common words,
which will influence the word- or BE-overlap similarity, such
as the words used in the query sentence. All sentences in
the Web documents are annotated by four human annotators with binary labels regardless of whether the sentence
seems to be useful for generating the extractive summary.
Note that the annotators exhaustively applied the “useful”
label to sentences even if the sentences were not used as part
of the extractive summary. Therefore, we evaluate ranking
methods using the “useful” label. If a method can rank more
“useful” sentences above “useless” sentences, the method is
considered more effective than other methods.
For the evaluation measure, we use the average R-Precision1
ARP , which is the mean of the R-Precision values over a set
of Q queries. The R-Precision RP (q) is the precision at the
R-th position in the results ranking for query q that has
R “useful” sentences in the Web document set. The values
ARP and RP are calculated as follows:
1 X
RP (q),
(7)
ARP =
Q q∈Q

To research effects of fusing this heterogeneous information,
we perform experimental comparisons using the following
four graph models. The first model has only sentence layer
like TextRank or LexRank and is referred to as “Only Slayer.” The second model has sentence and document layers
similar to the original Co-HITS-Ranking and is referred to
as “With D-layer.” The third model has sentence and word
layers and is referred to as “With W-layer.” The forth model
is the proposed model that has document, sentence and word
layers and is referred to as “Three layers.” Note that links of
part-whole relationships are not included in the first model
and that links of semantic similarity are not included in the
first and second models.

RP (q) =

r
,
R

(8)

where r is the number of sentences among the top R sentences that contains at least one “useful” label.

4.2 Result and Discussion

For the experimental data, we use the text summarization
test collection[6] annotating sentence importance as summary materials for the credibility of information on the Web.
The test collection has six query sentences, six sets of Web
source documents, 24 extractive summaries, and 24 free descriptive summaries. The Web source documents are retrieved via the search engine TSUBAKI[9] using query sentences. Note that the documents are already biased to a

Figure 2 shows the changes in the average R-Precision values when the trade-off parameters do and de change by
0.1 between 0.0 and 1.0. Table 1 shows the average RPrecision values of the four methods at the condition that
1
http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec15/appendices
/CE.MEASURES06.pdf
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do = de = 0.5. The proposed method achieved the best
result. The results are improved as the number of layers in
the models except for “With D-layer” increases. Therefore,
we believe that fusing heterogeneous information improves
the graph-based ranking algorithm and that the proposed
model is effective.
[5]
Here, we describe why the result of “With D-layer” is worse
than the result of “Only S-layer.” The first reason is that
the retrieved Web source documents are already biased to
a query sentence. The second reason is that the same nature of links are used in both document and sentence layers. Therefore, the information in the document layer is very
similar to the information in the sentence layer. Because the
fusion of similar information cannot provide comprehensive
judgment, if there is wrong information in a layer, it cannot be easily corrected by information in another layer. In
the case of “With D-layer,” we believe that the information
of the sentence layer is deteriorated by its similar nature
of the document layer. On the other hand, the proposed
method was improved by fusing the word-layer information
more heterogeneously than the document-layer information.

[6]

[7]

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a graph-based ranking method
for query-biased summarization in a three-layer graph model
that consists of document, sentence, and word layers. The
model fuses part-whole relationships between different linguistic units, BE-overlap similarity between statements, and
semantic similarity between words. In the experiment, the
proposed method achieved the best average R-Precision of
0.338. We confirmed that fusing heterogeneous information
improved the graph-based ranking algorithm when Web documents retrieved by a query sentence were given as source
documents.

[8]

[9]

[10]

In our future work, we will investigate the optimal expressions for calculating the link weights and other kinds of links
and layers. Moreover, we will apply this method to answer
questions involving various context information. For example, at the NTCIR-11 QA-Lab task[8], a challenge to make
QA systems answer questions of “world history” in real-world
university entrance exams was conducted. Because such QA
requires comprehensive judgment that considers various context information, we believe that the proposed method is
well suited for the task.

[11]
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ABSTRACT
Similarity measures are essential to solve many pattern recognition problems such as classification, clustering, and retrieval problems. Various similarity measures are categorized in both syntactic and semantic relationships. In this
paper we present a novel similarity, Unilateral Jaccard Similarity Coefficient (uJaccard), which doesn’t only take into
consideration the space among two points but also the semantics among them.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.1 [Data Structures]: Graphs and networks; G.2.2 [Graph
Theory]: Graph algorithms

General Terms
Theory

(2)

d(i, j) + d(j, k) ≥ d(i, k)

(3)

Here for objects i, j and k, where d() is the distance between
objects i and j. Bridge [1] argues that there exists empirical evidence of violations against each of the three axioms.
Yet, there also exists geometric models of similarity which
take asymmetry into account [10]. Nosofsky points out that
a number of well-known models for asymmetric proximity
data are closely related to the additive similarity and bias
model [5]. Tversky [13] has proposed a different model in order to overcome the metric assumption of geometric models.
One of the strengths of contrast models is its capability to
explain asymmetric similarity judgments. Tversky’s asymmetry may often be characterized in terms of stimulus bias
and determined by the relative prominence of the stimuli.
sim(a, b) =

Keywords

(4)

Here A and B represent feature sets for the objects a and b
respectively; the term in the numerator is a function of the
set of shared features, a measure of similarity, and the last
two terms in the denominator measure dissimilarity: α and
β are real-number weights; when α != β. Jimenez et al. [6],
Weeds and Weir [14] and Lee [7] also propose an asymmetric similarity measure based on Tversky’s work. However
all proposals include a stimulus bias, asymmetric similarity judgments, which Tversky refers to as human judgment.
Today, similarity measure is deeply embedded into many of
the algorithms used for graph classification, clustering and
other tasks. Those techniques are leaving aside the semantic of each vertex and it’s relation among other vertices and
edges.
In a direct graph, the similarity from U to Z is not the same
as the distance from Z to U, this due to the intrinsic features
of a direct graph. The similarities are different because the
channels are dissimilar. According to Shannon’s information theory we could argue that each vertex is a source of
energy with an average entropy which is shared among it’s
channels, and while that information flow among the vertex’s channels, we need to be consider it in the similarity. A
similarity does not fit all tasks or cases.
In Natural Langue Processing, where the similarity between
two words is not symmetric sim(word a,word b) != sim(word
b,word a). WordNet [4] presents 28 different types of relations; those relations have direction but are not symmetrical,
they are not even synonyms because each synonym word has

INTRODUCTION

Since Euclid to today many similarity measures have been
developed to consider many scenarios in different areas, particularly in the last century. Similarity measures are used
to compare different kind of data which is fundamentally
important for pattern classification, clustering, and information retrieval problems [3]. Similarity relations have generally been dominated by geometric models in which objects
are represented by points in a Euclidean space [12]. Similarity is defined as “Having the same or nearly the same
characteristics” [4], while the metric distance is defined as
“The property created by the space between two objects or
points”. All metric distance functions must satisfy three basic axioms: minimality and equal self-similarity, symmetry,
and triangle inequality.
d(i, i) = d(j, j) ≤ d(i, j)

|A ∩ B|
,
|A ∩ B| + α|A − B| + β|B − A|
α, β ≥ 0

Jaccard, distance, similarity

1.

d(i, j) = d(j, i)

(1)
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1

x

same problem. On the other hand we propose a measure
that does not include this bias. We propose a modified version of Jaccard Similarity coefficient (1), unilateral Jaccard
Similarity coefficient (uJaccard) (2)(3), used to identify the
similarity coefficient of Va to Vc With respect to vertex Va,
and to also identify the similarity coefficient of Vc to Va
With respect to vertex Vc.

3

2

y

Figure 1: Structural Equivalence.
a particular semantic, meaning and usage, but are similar.
Hence if two words have symmetric distance or similarity,
those two words are the same. Paradigmatic is an intrinsic
feature in language, It lets the utterer exchange words with
other words, words with similar semantics [11]. In this paper
we focus on paradigmatic analysis to support our unilateral
Jaccard Similarity coefficient (uJaccard).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
will show the unilateral Jaccard Similarity coefficient (uJaccard). In section 3 we will consider some cases; finally in
section 4 we conclude this work.

Basics Of Paradigmatic Structures

Paradigmatic analysis is a process that identifies entities
which are not related directly but are related by their properties, relatedness among other entities and interchangeability [2]. In language the reason why we tend to use morphologically unrelated forms in comparative oppositions is
to emphasize the semantics, this is done by substitution and
transposition of words with a similar signifier. Similarity is
not defined by a syntactic set of rules but rather by the use
of the language. In some cases this use is not grammatically
or syntactically correct but it is commonly used. We defined
the signifier as being the degree of relation among entities
of the same group, where not all members of the group have
the same degree of relatedness. This is due to the fact that
a member of a group might belong to more than one group.

2.2

3.

uJaccard(Va , Vc ) =

|a ∩ c|
|edges(a)|

(6)

uJaccard(Vc , Va ) =

|c ∩ a|
|edges(c)|

(7)

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
2
3
1

Extended Paradigmatic

8
7

9

4

10

5

11

12

6

Two vertices in a graph are structurally equivalent if they
share many of the same network neighbours. Figure 1 depicts a structural equivalence between two vertices y and x
who have the same neighbours. Regular equivalence is more
subtle, two regularly equivalent vertices do not necessarily
share the same neighbours, but they do have neighbours
who are themselves similar [8] [15]. We will use structural
equivalence as the bases of uJaccard.

2.2.1

(5)

Here Va and Vc are the number of edges in vertex a and
c, likewise the edges(Vc) are the number of edges in vertex c. if uJaccard is close to 0, it means that they are not
similar at all. The objective of using uJaccard is to identify how similar a vertex is to other vertices in relation to
itself. uJaccard could be calculated among two connected
vertices, uJaccard could also be calculated among vertices
that are not connected directly, but which are connected
by in-between vertices. The number of in-between vertices
could be from 1 to n, we do not recommend a deep comparison since the semantics of the vertex loosest its meaning.
Hence max(n)=3, it is suggested for NLP. For the calculations we do not consider the number of in-between vertices
since we focus on the information flow and not the information transformation carried out on the intermediate vertices.

2. PARADIGMATIC SIMILARITY DEFINITION
2.1

|a ∩ c|
|a ∪ c|

Jaccard(Va , Vc ) =

Figure 2: Toy graph.

3.1 Toy Testing
Using similarity uJaccard (6),(7) we can build a paradigmatic approach to group vertices. Figure 2 shows a toy
graph with 12 vertices and 16 edges, following the paradigmatic analysis, we can determine that vertex 12 and 7 belong
to group P because they have the same number of edges to
a same set of vertices. Vertex 1 also belongs to group P
because vertex 1 has 3 of the 5 edges, the same as vertex 7,
the degree of membership of vertex 1 is lower than vertices 7
and 12 because vertex 1 has other edges that are not shared
by vertices 7 or 12. In the same manner we can determine
that vertex 8, 9, 10 and 11 belong to group Q because they
have an equal number of edges to the same set of vertices.
Similarly vertices 2, 3 and 4 belong to group R, and vertices
5 and 6 belong to group O. In this example we can easily identify the paradigmatic approach, where two or more

Unilateral Jaccard Similarity

To calculate a paradigmatic similarity we start with a
question, is the similarity coefficient from vertex Va to Vc
the same to the similarity coefficient from vertex Vc to Va
?. If we argue that both similarity coefficients are the same,
we are arguing that the edges from the vertices Va and Vc
are the same, and it is clear that that is not usually the case.
Thus both vertices have different sets of edges. One problem
with Tversky [13] similarity is the estimation for α and β
which are stimulus bias, generally a human factor. Similarly,
other similarities which are based on Tversky idea, have the
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vertices belong to the same group if they have the same or
similar neighbours, but the neighbours in turn belong to another group.
Following the uJaccard similarity and the paradigmatic

It is shown in figure 3.2 that node 1 might belong to cluster {2,3,4} or cluster {5,6}; to resolve this problem we use
uJaccard similarity measure to find the similarity of node 1
to other nodes. Table 3 shows that similarities from node 1
to other nodes 1 level deep are the same, so we could not
allocate node 1 to a particular cluster. Table 3 also shows
that similarities from node 1 to other nodes 2 levels deep,
in which uJaccard(1,3) has a strong similarity over the rest.
We could conclude that node 1 belong to cluster {2,3,4}.
In figure 3.2 also node 1 might belong to cluster {2,3,4} or

Table 1: uJaccard calculation from figure 3
uJaccard (V1,V7) = 3/5 = 0.600
uJaccard (V7,V1) = 3/7 = 0.428
uJaccard (V7,V12) = 4/7 = 0.571
uJaccard (V12,V7) = 4/4 = 1.000
Jaccard (V1,V7) = 3/9 = 0.333
Jaccard (V7,V1) = 3/9 = 0.333
Jaccard (V7,V12) = 4/7 = 0.571
Jaccard (V12,V7) = 4/7 = 0.571

4
3

4

Table 3: Cut a graph 3.2 using uJaccard
1 level deep
2 levels deep
uJaccard(1,4) 1/4 uJaccard(1,2) 1/4
uJaccard(1,2) 1/4 uJaccard(1,3) 2/4
uJaccard(1,5) 1/4 uJaccard(1,4) 1/4
uJaccard(1,6) 1/4 uJaccard(1,5) 1/4
uJaccard(1,6) 1/4
cluster {5,6,7} or cluster {8,9,10,11}; this is where uJaccard
comes in, being able to solve this problem. Table 4 shows
result of similarities from node 1 to all other nodes on the
network in different levels deep. cluster {8,9,10,11} presents
the highest number of strong similarities, therefor we can
conclude that node 1 belongs to cluster {8,9,10,11}.

Jaccard
sim(2,5)=4/6
sim(5,2)=4/6

7

5
6

6
5

10
9

Jaccard
sim(7,5)=1/3
sim(5,7)=1/3

12

uJaccard
sim(2,4)=3/4
sim(4,2)=3/5

8

8

5
1
3

11

10
14
4

7

4
3
1
5
6

8
7

10

11
9

Figure 4: Toy graph.

Jaccard
sim(2,4)=3/6
sim(4,2)=3/6

3.3 Social Network

9

We tested uJaccard against two social network graphs; the
first is the coauthorship network of scientists [9] the second
is the network of Hollywood’s actors1 .
The first network is the coauthorship network of scientists
working on network theory and experiments, compiled by
M. Newman [9]. We want to find the top scientists that
Newman is similar to or that have paradigmatic similarity.
As shown in table 5 the 3 most of Newman’s paradigmatic
similar scientists are Callaway, Strogatz and Holme. On the

comparison among Jaccard and uJaccard. As show in table
3.1 uJaccard provide an unilateral similarity improving the
symmetric similarity Jaccard.

3.2

2

13

6

2

uJaccard
sim(7,5)=1/3
sim(5,7)=1/1

7

6

Figure 3: Toy graph.

Table 2: Test uJaccard in toy graphs
uJaccard
sim(2,5)=4/4
2
sim(5,2)=4/6
3

1
2

approach, the results of the graph in figure 3 are shown in
table 3.1. we notice that uJaccard similarity provides better information of similarity than Jaccard, this is because
uJaccard considers the notion of unilateral similarity. Table
3.1 shows three toy graphs, in which we present a comparison between Jaccard and uJaccard. As show in table 3.1
uJaccard provides a unilateral similarity improving the symmetric similarity Jaccard.
Table 3.1 shows three toy graphs, in which we present a

1

5

Cut a graph

In graph theory, a cut is a partition of the vertices of a
graph into two disjoint subsets. There are many techniques
and algorithms to cut a graph, but in some cases there are
graphs that are difficult to cut, due to their symmetric distribution of vertices.

1
The
Internet
Movie
Database:
berlin.de/pub/misc/movies/database/
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ftp://ftp.fu-

Table 4: Cut a graph 3.2 using uJaccard
2 levels deep
3 levels deep
uJaccard(1,4)
1/3 uJaccard(1,4)
1/3
uJaccard(1,2)
1/3 uJaccard(1,2)
1/3
uJaccard(1,6)
1/3 uJaccard(1,6)
1/3
uJaccard(1,7)
1/3 uJaccard(1,7)
2/3
uJaccard(1,9)
1/3 uJaccard(1,9)
2/3
uJaccard(1,11) 1/3 uJaccard(1,11) 2/3
uJaccard(1,10) 1/3 uJaccard(1,10) 1/3

Table 5: uJaccard calculation from 3.3, in search
paradigmatic scientists to Newman
2 levels deep
3 levels deep
4 levels deep
Scientist Newman is similar to:
Callaway
0.15 Strogatz
1.63 Strogatz
8.25
Strogatz
0.15 Holme
1.59 Callaway 7.85
Watts
0.15 Kleinberg 1.59 Watts
7.81
Hopcroft
0.11 Sole
1.59 Kleinberg 7.18
Scientists that are similar to Newman:
Adler
0.33 Aberg
0.50 Aberg
2.50
Aharony
0.33 Adler
0.66 Adler
14.0
Aleksiejuk
0.50 Aharony
0.66 Aharony
14.0
Ancelmeyers 0.66 Alava
0.50 Alava
1.00
Araujo
0.33 Albert
0.10 Albert
0.50
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The results of the search on the network of top 250 actors
and top 1000 actors, using uJaccard and the paradigmatic
approach are presented in tables 6 and 7. In table 6 we focus
in Tom Cruise, we found that Tom Cruise is most similar
to Julia Roberts but Julia Roberts is most similar to John
Travolta, Tom Cruise is third in Julia Roberts’ similarity
list. clearly there is not a symmetric similarity among Julia
Roberts and Tom Cruise. Moreover Julia Roberts is not the
most similar toward Tom Cruise, the most similar towards
Tom Cruise is Heath Ledger. Hence this confirm that uJaccard helps to identify similarities, particularly asymmetric
similarities. Table 6 also shows similar scenario among Tom
Cruise, Tom Hanks and Joan Allen in the network of top
250 actors and actresses, this confirm the usability of uJaccard.
In Table 7 we use the network of top 250 actors and ac-
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Figure 5: Coauthorship network of scientists, selected nodes belong to scientists Newman, Callaway,
Strogatz, Holme.
other hand the top 3 scientists that are similar to Newman
are Adler, Aberg and Aharony. uJaccard has been calculated in 2,3 and 4 levels deep away from Newman. Newman
is more similar to Strogatz but the most similar scientist to
new Newman is Adler and not Strogatz, even that Strogatz
most similarity is toward Newman.
For the second network, we created the second social network of Hollywood’s actors, we based on The Internet Movie
Database (note). We download actors and actresses data,
which includes title of movies in which they worked, we also
download a list of top 1000 (nota) and top 250 (nota) actors
and actresses. The network is composed of nodes representing actors and actresses, and vertices are the movies in which
those actors worked together. A node is created for every
person, with their names as the key, when two people are
in the same movie; a vertex is created between their nodes.
The first network presents 1000 top actors and actresses who
also work in 41,719 movies with a total 113,478 edges. The
second network presents 250 actors and actresses who work
in 15,831 movies with a total of 14,096 edges. For this test
we remove duplicated edges.

Table 6: uJaccard similarity among top 1000 and
top 250 actor and actresses, searching paradigmatic
similar actor
Top 1000 actors, cruise tom is similar to:
roberts julia
roberts julia
0.405 travolta john
0.418
hanks tom
0.401 hanks tom
0.412
jackson samuel
0.399 jackson samuel
0.407
douglas michael 0.397 cruise tom
0.399
eastwood clint
0.393 spacey kevin
0.399
Top 250 actors, cruise tom is similar to:
hanks tom
hanks tom
0.430 douglas michael 0.425
douglas michael 0.420 cruise tom
0.421
eastwood clint
0.420 jackson samuel
0.418
spacey kevin
0.413 travolta john
0.414
jackson samuel
0.410 spacey kevin
0.411
Who is similar to cruise tom:
top 1000 actors
top 250 actors
ledger heath
0.490 allen joan
0.496
bacon kevin
0.488 balk fairuza
0.495
crowe russell
0.482 bello maria
0.488
gibson mel
0.482 collins pauline
0.487
benigni roberto 0.482 aiello danny
0.487

• From a given actor A
• We search for actors that actor A is similar to
• From the actor A’s similar actor list we get the most
similar actor B
• We search for actors that actor B is similar to
• This is done to analyse if actor A and actor B are
reciprocally similar
• Then we look for actors that are most similar to actor
A
• We do this on the network top 250 actors and top 1000
actors.

tresses and we focus on Anthony Quinn and Jack Nicholson.
We start by searching for actors that Anthony Quinn is sim-
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5.

ilar to, then we search for actors that are most similar to Anthony Quinn in 1 and 2 levels deep. We notice that Anthony
Quinn is most similar to Tom Hanks but most similar actor to Anthony Quinn is Antonio Banderas, while Anthony
Quinn is the 153th most similar for Tom Hanks. Antonio
Banderas is most similar to Samuel Jackson and not to Anthony Quinn, while Anthony Quinn is the 53th most similar
for Antonio Banderas. Therefore we could conclude that
Anthony Quinn and Tom Hanks are not symmetric similar rather they are asymmetric similar. Table 7 also shows
similar scenario for Jack Nicholson.

This research was funded in part by ”Fondo para la Innovación, Ciencia y Tecnologı́a - Peru” (FINCyT). We thank
the Universidad Católica San Pablo for supporting this research.
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Table 7: uJaccard similarity among top 250 actor
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3 levels deep
Top 250 actors, are similar to:
quinn anthony
nicholson jack
hanks tom
0.451 hanks tom
0.436
jackson samuel
0.443 eastwood clint
0.429
lemmon jack
0.443 travolta john
0.417
cruise tom
0.435 williams robin
0.417
de niro robert
0.435 douglas michael
0.414
Who are similar to quinn anthony:
1 level deep
2 levels deep
banderas antonio 0.366 banderas antonio 21.866
bardem javier
0.350 benigni roberto
20.758
martin steve
0.333 burns george
20.565
goodman john
0.320 baldwin alec
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allen woody
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bronson charles
0.482 bacon kevin
41.133
brody adrien
0.480 baldwin alec
41.0862
bale christian
0.476 bronson charles
40.982
baldwin alec
0.474 benigni roberto
40.948
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CONCLUSION

A key assumption of most models of similarity is that a
similarity relation is symmetric. The symmetry assumption
is not universal, and it is not essential to all applications
of similarity. The need for asymmetric similarity is important and central in Information Retrieval and Graph Data
Networks. It can improve current methods and provide an
alternative point of view.
We present a novel asymmetric similarity, Unilateral Jaccard
Similarity (uJaccard), where the similarity among A and B
is not same to the similarity among B and C, uJaccard(A,B)
!= uJaccard(B,A); this is based on the idea of paradigmatic
association. In comparison to Tversky [13] our approach
uJaccard does not need a stimulus bias, whereas in the case
of Tversky human judgement is needed.
We present a series of cases in which we confirmed its usefulness and we validated uJaccard. We could extend uJaccard to include weights to improve the asymmetry, we could
also use uJaccard and the paradigmatic approach to cluster Graph data Networks. These are tasks in which we are
working on.
In conclusion, the proposed uJaccard similarity proved to be
useful despite its simplicity and the few resources used.
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ine the similar situations of a problem within a certain period of time, which facilitates an appropriate solution. The
troubleshooting search system requires the engineers to input a short problem query to search the relevant information
from the documents. It may cause the lexical gap problem
[8, 9], because it is dicult for the engineers to compose a
succinct and precise problem query to represent their information needs.
Moreover, information about the domain-specic categories
is not fully utilized in the problem query search. One way
to use the category information is to make faceted search, in
which the selected categories are used to lter the ranking
results. For example, if a machine code is selected, all search
results are restricted to the selected machine code.
However, the faceted search might have two problems in
the troubleshooting search system. First, the information
related to the selected categories can not be retrieved, since
the retrieved information is limited to the selected categories. However, it is natural that system engineers tend to
check relevant problems to facilitate their decision making.
For example, given a selected machine code, the information about another machine code might be informative to
solutions if two machine codes belong to the same machine
series and have similar problems. Second, the ranking of
search results is only dependent on the problem query but
not on the selected categories. For example, a trouble code
corresponds to a number of specic countermeasure codes.
Given a selected trouble code, the information about its frequent countermeasures is expected to place higher in the
ranked list of results.
To mitigate the lexical gap problem and the above mentioned retrieval problems, we propose an information retrieval method using a scoring technique. Our proposal
is extended from a word co-occurrence graph in the QSB
method [9] that aims at solving the lexical gap problem. In
our proposal, besides using the word co-occurrence to score
words in documents, the word's score is also weighted by a
boosting term about the domain-specic categories. More
specically, the boosting term considers the relationship between categories and words and the relationship between
categories. They are utilized to alleviate the above two retrieval problems with respect to the categories.

ABSTRACT
Troubleshooting search system aims at extracting relevant
information to solve the problem at hand. It is often the
case that documents in troubleshooting system includes an
abundant amount of domain-specic categories. However,
the useful information about the domain-specic categories,
such as relationship between words and categories and relationship between categories, is not fully utilized in simple
query search and faceted search. In this paper, we propose
an information retrieval method boosted by the domainspecic categories. Given a problem query and categories,
the troubleshooting search system is able to retrieve the relevant information of interest with respect to the selected
categories. The experiment results show our proposal improves the recall.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Retrieval Models

Keywords
Troubleshooting, Category, Co-occurrence Graph

1. INTRODUCTION
Troubleshooting [13] is a form of problem solving, and
is often applied to repair malfunctioned facilities or equipments. Maintenance log [10, 5, 2] is one of important documents for troubleshooting, which is generated during conversations between customers and engineers in equipment
maintenance. The maintenance log often includes the entries for problem titles and documents that relate to the
problem description in details and instructions to solving
the problem. To ease the management of the huge amount
of the maintenance logs, domain-specic categories, such as
machine code, trouble code, and countermeasure code, are
used to tag for both the problem titles and the documents.
The target of information retrieval for troubleshooting [11]
based on the maintenance logs is to help engineers to exam-

2.
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RELATED WORK

The information retrieval for troubleshooting is related to
question answering [15] and query biased document summarization document summarization [14, 1, 3]. The most of
work about question answering has been focusing on factoid
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question answering [6, 12, 7]. However, in the troubleshooting system, the answer of the question is a set of relevant
sentences or phrases. As to query biased document summarization, there seems to be no work that leverages other
auxiliary information, such as categories. In addition, it
is worth to mention the work [12] about non-factoid question answering. In this work, Surdeanu et al. proposed
a framework for answer ranking by exploiting various linguistic features generated from popular techniques, such as
syntactic parsing, Name Entity Recognition (NER), and Semantic Role Labeling (SRL). However, except for regular
sentences, a large number of typos and short phrases exist
in maintenance logs. In such a case, those techniques might
not perform well due to the irregularities in texts and the
lack of training data in the troubleshooting domain.
Query Snowball (QSB) is a method for multi-document
summarization that extracts the relevant sentences from multiple documents with respect to the given query. The basic
idea of this method is to ll up the lexical gap between the
query and relevant sentences by enriching the information
need representation. In order to achieve it, a co-occurrence
graph for the words in the queries and the documents is
built. The words in the co-occurrence graph consist of three
layers, which are Q words, R1 words, and R2 words. Q is
the set of query terms. R1 is the set of words that co-occur
with a query term in the same sentence. R2 is the set of
words that co-occur with a word from R1 , excluding those
that are already in R1 .

3. QUERY SNOWBALL WITH CATEGORY
INFORMATION
To extract relevant information with respect to the selected categories, we extend the co-occurrence graph in QSB
by integrating two types of relations, including the relationship between words and categories and the relationship between categories. The reason to extend QSB is that the
co-occurrence graph is exible to integrate the two relations.
The relationship between words and categories represents
the distribution on words with respect to categories. If
probabilities of words with respect to a given category are
high, the information about these words is more likely to
be retrieved given that category. The fundamental idea
is that the distributions on co-occurrence probabilities of
words with respect to dierent categories might be dierent. It is assumed that the words of higher probabilities
with respect to a category are treated more important in
that category. For example, a word appears more often in
documents of a category than other categories. The word is
therefore more important for that category than the others.
Similarly, the relationship between categories represents the
occurrences of categories. The information about categories,
whose occurrence frequencies with respect to a specic category are high, is more likely to be retrieved. For example,
a given category appears more often with specic categories
than the others. The information about those specic categories with respect to the given category is treated more
important than other categories.

Figure 1: The co-occurrence graph among the words and
the categories
with a document, the words in the document have edges
with the category value. In other words, this category value
is associated with all the words in the sentences of documents. Similarly, if a category value is associated with a
problem query, the words in the problem query have edges
with the category value. In other words, this category value
is associated with all the words in the problem query.
In the second step, we build the co-occurrence graph for
the category values in both problem queries and the documents. Suppose that a problem query corresponds to a document. In this graph, the category values associated with
the problem query have edges with the category values associated with the document. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
left side represents the co-occurrence graph for the R1 and
R2 words and the category values associated with the documents; the middle part represents the co-occurrence graph
for the Q words and the category values associated with the
queries; the right side represents the co-occurrence graph for
the category values in the queries and the category values
in the documents. We dene CM as the set of the category
values in the query set that are selected by the end-user,
and CN as the set of the category values in the query set
that are not selected by the end-user. Similarly, we dene
CJ as the set of the category values in the document set
that are selected by the end-user, and CK as the set of the
category values in the document set that are not selected by
the end-user. We also dene CM N = CM ∪ CN as the set of
the category values for the queries and CJK = CJ ∪ CK as
the set of the category values for the documents.

3.2 Score Boosted by Category Information
In order to integrate two new relationships about categories into the QSB method, we invent a score with respect
to a query, CM and CJ , which is boosted by category information. The new score, which we call cqsb, can be formulated as follows:
cqsb(w) = qsb(w)exp(λ · sctg (w))

(1)

where qsb(w) is the score for a word w in the QSB method.
sctg (w) is the boosting term for the word w, which includes
two new relationships about categories. More specically,
the probabilities between words and categories and the probabilities between categories, which are calculated through
the co-occurrence graph, are used to boost the score qsb(w).
λ is a weight for the term sctg (w). It can be seen from Eq.
(1) that when sctg (w) is larger than 0, exp(·) will be larger
than 1. When multiplied with qsb(w), it will give the word
w a higher degree of importance. If the value of λ is set to

3.1 Co-occurrence Graph Extension
In the rst step, we build two co-occurrence graphs for the
words and category values in the problem queries and the
documents, respectively. If a category value is associated
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be 0, sctg (w) does not take any eect. Note that sctg (w) is
always larger than or equal to zero. The score of a sentence
is a summation of the scores for any combinations of two
words, which is simply calculated by multiplying the cqsb
scores of the two words.

relationship with the word r2 . Since the word r2 does not
have edges with the Q words in the co-occurrence graph
of the word-word relation, the measurement of the relation
could be done through the R1 words by using the frequency,
such as f req(r1 , r2 ) and f req(r1 , q). An intuitive example
of the measurement is a multiplication of f req(r1 , r2 ) and
f req(r1 , q) for the word r2 and the word q . The word q
(q ∈ QrC2M ) also holds two constraints that the word q is able
to reach the word r2 in the co-occurrence graph through a
specic word r1 and the word q should have edges with the
category values in CM .
The term swc (r2 , QrC2M ) in Eq. (5) is calculated as:

3.3 Score for R1 Words
The relevant score of a word r1 (r1 ∈ R1 ) with respect to
the category values can be formulated as follows:
sctg (r1 ) = swc (r1 , QrC1M ) + scc (r1 , QrC1M )

(2)

where
measures the relationship between the
words and the categories. scc (r1 , QrC1M ) measures the relationship between the categories. QrC1M is a set of top k query
terms that co-occur most frequently with the word r1. In
addition, the words in QrC1M follow a constraint that they
should have edges with both the word r1 and the category
values in CM .
The term swc (r1 , QrC1M ) in Eq. (2) can be calculated as:
swc (r1 , QrC1M )

swc (r1 , QrC1M ) =

swc (r2 , QrC2M ) =

r1 ∈Rr

X
r
q∈QC1
M

i=1

X

θ

f req(ci , q)
f req(ci )

r2

lated by Eq. (3).
The term scc (r2 , QrC2M ) in Eq. (5) can be calculated through
Eq. (4) by substituting QrC1M with QrC2M .

(3)

4.

q
where CM
N is the set of category values for the queries that
also have edges with q . Let θ be β if ci ∈ CM and ci ∈
q
CM
/ CM otherwise. f req(ci , q) is the
N , and be 1 − β if ci ∈
frequency of sentences that include both ci and q , which can
be also represented by the distribution on ci with respect to
q . It can be seen that Eq. (3) measures the closeness degree
between the word r1 and the category values in CM through
the words in QrC1M , since the word r1 does not directly have
edges with the category values in CM in the co-occurrence
graph.
The term scc (r1 , QrC1M ) in Eq. (2) can be calculated as:

scc (r1 , QrC1M ) =

X X X f req(ci , cj )
θ
f req(ci )
r1
c ,c

q∈QC

M

θ∈Γ i

EXPERIMENTS

In this experiment, we use the maintenance reports from
a leading construction machinery company in Japan. We
collect a part of the maintenance reports of 4 dominated
troubles from total 19 troubles. Note that equipment code
is the category for the problem queries. Phenomenon code
and the countermeasure code are the categories for the documents. In each data set, one query consists of a problem
query, model code, phenomenon code, and countermeasure
code. We also manually label the important sentences from
the documents. For each query, we search the sentences in
the documents, and evaluate the performance by comparing
if the sentences in the top rank are matched with the labelled sentences. Note that precision, recall and F-score are
used as criteria. Among the three metrics, recall is the most
important criterion. The reason is that, in troubleshooting
system, system engineers prefer to examine all similar cases
until they feel condent to solve the problem at hand. In
this experiment, the training data and the test data are the
same, since system engineers nd out similar cases in the
past from the troubleshooting system. Note that building
and updating the co-occurrence graph can be done periodically in an unsupervised way.
For the comparisons, we select four baseline methods,
which are cqsb, qsb, lexsim, and lexsim+qsb. We name our
proposal by lexsim+cqsb. lexsim represents the lexical text
similarity between the problem query and the sentence in
the comments, which can be simply calculated by the cosine
similarity between two vectors with bag-of-words features.
One example of the bag-of-words features is the counts of
frequent words in documents. Note that stop words are removed when counting the frequencies of words. lexsim+qsb
aggregates lexsim and qsb to obtain the nal ranking list,
which belongs to the rank aggregation problem [4]. As a
preliminary step, a simple rank aggregation method is used.
Due to the dierent scales of lexsim and qsb scores, we simply sum up the orders of two ranking lists that use lexsim
and qsb, respectively. In other words, the smaller the summation of two orders is, the higher rank the sentence gets.

(4)

j

q
where Γ = {β, 1 − β}. ci ∈ CJr1 and cj ∈ CM
when θ = β .
Note that CJr1 is a set of categories in CJ that also have
q
edges with the word r1 , and CM
is a set of categories in
CM that also have edges with the word q (q ∈ QrC1M ). Let
−q
−r1
ci ∈ CJK
and cj ∈ CM
N when θ = 1 − β . Note that
−q
q
q
−r1
r1
r1
r1
CJK = CJK − CJ and CM
N = CM N − CM . CJK is a set
of categories in CJK that also have edges with the word r1 ,
q
and CJK
is a set of categories in CM N that also have edges
with the word q (q ∈ QrC1M ). It can be seen that Eq. (4)
measures the closeness degree of the category values in CJr1
q
and CM
.

3.4 Score for R2 Words
Similarly, the relevant score of a word r2 (r1 ∈ R2 ) with
respect to the category values can be formulated as follows:
sctg (r2 ) = swc (r2 , QrC2M ) + scc (r2 , QrC2M )

2

(6)

2

where Rr12 represents a set of R1 words which have the
top k highest frequencies with the word r2 , and sumRr1 =
2
P
r2
r1 ∈R1 f req(r1 , r2 ). The term swc (r1 , QCM ) can be calcu-

q

|CM N |

X f req(r1 , r2 )
swc (r1 , QrC2M )
sumRr1
1

(5)

where swc (r2 , QrC2M ) measures the closeness degree between
the word r1 and the category values which have edges with q
words. scc (r2 , QrC2M ) measures the closeness degree between
the category values in the query set and the category values
in the document set, which are respect to the word r2 . QrC2M
represents a set of query terms q (q ∈ Q) that have close
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Similarly, the orders of lexsim score and cqsb score is aggregated in lexsim + cqsb. In this experiment, we set two
weights. One is for the weight between the qsb score or cqsb
score and the lexsim score. The other is λ, which is for the
category relation term in the cqsb score. The tuning space
of the two weights is [0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10]. We use Macro Recall, Mean Average Precision (MAP), and F3 score as recall,
precision, and F-score, respectively.
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Figure 4: Recall for trouble code 14
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Figure 2: Recall for trouble code 03
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Figure 5: Recall for trouble code 18
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Table 1: F3 scores in trouble code
Methods
Macro Recall
lexsim+cqsb
.5513
lexsim+qsb
.3665
lexsim
.2849
cqsb
.5200
qsb
.3503
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Figure 3: Recall for trouble code 05
As recall is the important criterion in troubleshooting
search system, we calculate Macro Recall for each data set
by setting the top l (l ∈ {5, 10, . . . , 195, 200}) ranking sentences. Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 show the
Macro Recalls of all the methods, when the number of the
top l sentences changes from 5 to 200. It can be seen that the
performances of lexsim + cqsb are better than other baseline methods. It is also noticed from Figure 5 that the performance dierences between qsb and cqsb are not obvious
when the number of top sentences is increasing. The reason might be that the probabilities of words in informative
sentences with respect to categories and the co-occurrence
probabilities of categories are evenly distributed. Therefore,
the second term on the right side of Eq. (1) does not dier
over words to a large extent.
We also investigate MAP and F3 score. For simplicity,
we show their results in cases in which a best result and a
worst result of Macro Recall for lexsim + cqsb are achieved.
The results are illustrated in Table 1 and Table 2, which are
from the trouble code 03 data set and the trouble code 05
data set, respectively. Note that β and the number of the

03 data set (best case)
MAP F3 score
.0690
.3244
.0407
.2036
.0957
.2379
.0609
.2964
.0312
.1731

Table 2: F3 scores in trouble code 05 data set (worst case)
Methods
Macro Recall MAP F3 score
lexsim+cqsb
.4645
.0557
.2679
lexsim+qsb
.3893
.0383
.2031
lexsim
.3431
.1346
.2971
cqsb
.4128
.0370
.2049
qsb
.3746
.0299
.1739
Table 3: The recalls at dierent values of β
β
tr03100 tr03200 tr05100 tr05200
1
.5200
.7752
.4128
.7013
0.8
.5225
.7865
.4133
.7057
0.6
.5560
.8020
.4276
.6935
0.4
.5456
.7809
.3901
.7045
top l sentences are set to be 1 and 100, respectively. It is
shown that lexsim + cqsb outperforms lexsim + qsb, cqsb,
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and qsb in both cases. It is also noticed that, in the worst
case, even if Macro Recall of lexsim + cqsb is better than
the others, its F3 score is lower than that of lexsim. Note
that F1 has the same trend as F3 in this experiment.
We also check the eect of the parameter β , as it inuences
the score about the relationship between the categories. Table 3 shows the macro recalls of cqsb at dierent values of
β and l (l ∈ {100, 200}) in the data sets of trouble code 3
and trouble code 05. It is implied that 0.8 and 0.6 might be
good values for cqsb to improve the recalls.

[9]

[10]

5. CONCLUSION
An information retrieval method using the scoring technique boosted by the domain-specic categories is proposed
for troubleshooting search system. The knowledge about
category information, which includes the relationship between words and categories the relationship between categories, is well integrated into a co-occurrence graph. The experiments on the maintenance logs proved the improvement
of recalls, showing the eectiveness of using the category
information.
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ABSTRACT
The approach of random walk on heterogeneous bibliographic graph
has been proven effective in the previous studies. In this study, by
using various kinds of positive and negative feedbacks, we propose
the novel method to enhance the performance of meta-path-based
random walk for scholarly recommendation. We hypothesize that
the nodes on the heterogeneous graph should play different roles
in terms of different queries or various kinds implicit/explicit feedbacks. Meanwhile, we prove that the node usefulness probability has significant impact for the path importance. When positive
and negative feedback information is available, we can calculate
each node’s proximity to the feedback nodes, and use the proximity to infer the usefulness probability of each node via the sigmoid function. By combining the transition probability and the usefulness probability of nodes on the path instance, we propose the
new random walk function to compute the importance of each path
instance. Experimental results with ACM full-text corpus show
that the proposed method (considering the node usefulness) significantly outperforms the previous approaches.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval

Keywords
Meta-path-based Random Walk, Feedback, Heterogeneous Graph

1. INTRODUCTION
The volume of scientific publications has increased dramatically
in the past couple of decades, which challenges existing systems
and methods to retrieve and access scientific resources. Classical text-based information retrieval algorithms can recommend the
candidate publications for scholars. However, most of them ignored the complex and heterogeneous relations among the scholarly objects. Not until recently, some studies proved that adopting the mining approaches on heterogeneous information networks
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could significantly improve the scholarly recommendation performance [3,7,9,12]. For instance, Liu et al., [2,3] constructed the heterogeneous scholarly graph and proposed a novel ranking method
based on pseudo relevance feedback (PRF), which can effectively
recommend candidate citation papers via different kinds of metapaths on the graph.
In this paper, we intend to further investigate feedback information and enhance the meta-path-based random walk performance.
Intuitively, for different information needs, when user feedbacks
are available, the nodes on the graph should play different roles
in the final measure. For example, given two different queries
"Content-based Citation Recommendation" and "Heterogeneous Information Network", the same paper "ClusCite: effective citation
recommendation by information network-based clustering" may be
retrieved by scholarly search engines, e.g., Google Scholar. But the
target paper can be more useful (positive) for the second query than
the first one. As another example, for user X, if she prefers to cite
influential scholars’ work, the highly cited authors will be useful for
her. While for user Y, if she tends to cite the frontiers, she will mark
the newest publications and the newly topics as the useful feedback
information. Therefore, the same node may perform significantly
different based on different information needs and feedback information. Furthermore, by using (implicit/explicit positive/negative)
feedbacks, it is possible to infer the usefulness probability of other
nodes on the graph. So that, the importance of path instance will
vary in terms of the probability of node usefulness.
The main contribution of this paper is threefold. First, in
this paper, the feedback is not limited to documents. In scholarly
network, user could provide feedback judgments for authors, keywords and venues, either useful or not useful. If the explicit user
feedback is unavailable, we propose an approach to automatically
generate the feedback nodes based on user queries and the relationships among the entities on the heterogeneous graph. Second, we
infer the usefulness of the nodes in terms of feedback information.
For instance, a node is less useful when it is close to the negative
node(s). We make a conjecture that the usefulness probability of
each node depends on its average proximity to the feedback set and
can be estimated via sigmoid function. Third, we emphasize the
node usefulness has a great impact on the path importance. Our approach about computing the random walk probability differs from
the previous study in that, not only the transition probability, but
also the usefulness probability of the node should be taken into account for random walk. To verify these hypotheses, we adopt a
number of meta-paths on the graph (Figure 1) and make a comparison between the classical random walk function and the novel
method. Experimental results on ACM corpus show that the proposed method significantly outperforms the original one.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We 1) re-

view relevant methodologies for pseudo relevance feedback, 2) introduce the preliminaries, 3) propose the improved methods, 4) describe the experiment setting and evaluation results, and 5) conclude with a discussion and outlook.

2.

Given a specific scholarly network, there can be many kinds of
w
w
meta-paths. For example, P ∗ → A ← P ? is a simple meta-path
on the scholarly network, denoting all the papers published by the
seed paper’ author. P ∗ is the starting paper node (seed node) in this
path. P ? denotes the candidate publication node. More examples
can be found in Table 1.

RELATED WORK

Pseudo relevance feedback, also known as blind relevance feedback, provides a way for automatic local analysis. When the user
judgments or interactions are not available, it turns out to be an effective method to improve the retrieval performance. Traditional
pseudo relevance feedback tends to treat the top ranked documents
as relevant feedback, and then expand the initial queries. However, some of the top retrieved documents may be irrelevant, which
could result in noisy feedback into the process. So that, there are
various efforts to improve the traditional pseudo feedback. [11] exploited the possible utility of Wikipedia for query dependent expansion. From the perspective of each query and each set of feedback documents, [4] proposed how to dynamically predict an optimal balance coefficient query expansion rather than using a fixed
value. [1] suggested to use evolutionary techniques along with semantic similarity notion for query expansion. [6] introduced an approach to expand the queries for passage retrieval, not based on
the top ranked documents, but via a new term weighting function,
which gives a score to terms of corpus according to their relatedness to the query, and identify the most relevant ones. Instead of
using term expansion, graph-based feedback provides a new ranking assumption based on topology expansion. [2] used the pseudo
relevant papers as the seed nodes, and then explored the potential
relevant nodes via specific restricted/combined meta-paths on the
heterogeneous graph. Our study is motivated by this approach and
mainly focused on updating the random walk algorithm by investigating both the positive and negative feedbacks. In fact, positive and negative feedback approach has been studied in image retrieval [5]. With several steps of positive and negative feedback,
the retrieval performance could be increasingly enhanced. From
the view of negative feedback, [10] studied and compared different
kinds of methods, it addressed that negative feedback is important
especially when the target topic is difficult and initial results are
poor. Besides, using multiple negative feedback methods could be
more effective.

3.

4.

4.1 Generate the Feedback Nodes
Generally, given user initial queries, a list of ranking publications
would be found via text retrieval. Based on the top ranked documents, user would probably give explicit judgments on whether the
related keywords, authors or venues are useful or not. However,
explicit feedback is not easy to get. In this study, we propose methods to infer the implicit feedback nodes on the heterogeneous graph
according to the given information.
The feedback is a collection of multiple nodes marked with useful (positive) or unuseful (negative) on the heterogeneous graph.
We represent this collection as N F . N FP and N FN denote the
positive and negative nodes set respectively. The kinds of feedback
nodes in discussion include keyword (K), author (A) and venue (V).

4.1.1 Generate the Positive Feedback Nodes
Since we know the initial queries (i.e., author provided paper
keywords) that the users should be most concerned with, it is reasonable to take the explicit keywords KP as the positive feedback
nodes. Next, we will infer the positive authors and venues based on
KP . We deem that the authors or venues that are highly likely related to KP are positive as well. So we rank authors via meta-paths
con
r
w
KP −−→ A? and KP ← P −
→ A? , and take the top ranked Kpos
authors as the pseudo positive authors AP . Similarly, we locate the
p
con
r
positive venues via KP −−→ V ? and KP ← P −
→ V ? , and select
the top ranked Kpos venues as the positive nodes VP .

4.1.2

PRELIMINARIES

Following the work [2,8], an information network can be defined
as follows.
D EFINITION 1. (Information network) An information network
is defined as a directed graph G = (V, E) with an object type
mapping function τ : V → A and a link type mapping function
φ : E → R, where each object v ∈ V belongs to one particular
object type τ (v) ∈ A, each link e ∈ E belongs to a particular
relation φ(e) ∈ R, and if two links belong to the same relation
type, the two links share the same starting object type as well as
the ending object type.
When there are more than one type of node or link in the information network, it is called heterogeneous information network.
In [8], Sun further defined meta-path as follows.
D EFINITION 2. (Meta-path) A meta-path P is a path defined
on the graph of network schema TG = (A, R), and is denoted
R

R
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4.2

R

1
2
l
in the form of Ȧ1 −→
Ȧ2 −→
. . . −→
Ȧl+1 , which defines a
composite relation R = R1 ◦ R2 ◦ . . . ◦ Rl between types Ȧ1 and
Ȧl+1 , where ◦ denotes the composition operator on relations.

Generate the Negative Feedback Nodes

Intuitively, to generate the negative feedbacks, our basic assumption is that the negative nodes should be directly related to the
searched results, but least relevant to the explicit positive keywords.
First, based on text retrieval results, we define the top ranked topK
papers as Pr , and then we locate the keywords, authors and venues
r
that are directly connected to Pr via different meta-paths, Pr →
p
w
Kr , Pr → Ar and Pr → Vr .
Next, we filter collections of Kr , Ar and Vr . 1. Rank the keycon
r
words Kr via the transition probability of meta-path KP → P →
Kr . Use the last ranked Kneg keywords as the pseudo negative
nodes KN . 2. Similar to keywords, rank the authors Ar via the
con
w
transition probability of meta-path KP → P → Ar , and use the
last ranked Kneg authors as the pseudo negative nodes AN . 3.
p
con
Rank the venues Vr via KP → P → Vr , and use the last ranked
con
Kneg venues as the negative nodes VN . Here we use KP → P inr
stead of KP ← P because the "contribution" characterizes the importance of each paper, given a topic. It does not necessarily means
paper is relevant to topic [2]. Even if one paper is not explicit relevant to some topic, it might also be important. The "contribute"
conveys more information.
Thus, we obtain all the positive and negative feedback nodes.
N FP includes KP , AP and VP . N FN contains KN , AN and VN .

Infer the Usefulness Probability of Node

Unlike previous studies, in this paper, the importance of nodes
on scholarly network is not even. The usefulness probability of
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node Ni is determined by the feedback nodes. Intuitively, if node
Ni is more closely related to the positive nodes, it could be more
useful. Conversely, if Ni is much closer to the negative nodes,
and further away from the positive nodes, it indicates that Ni may
be not very useful. Therefore, the proximity between given node
and feedback node set is very crucial. We should note that the
usefulness probability of each node varies from different feedback
node sets.
To infer the usefulness probability of node Ni , we adopt the sig1
to convert the proximity
moid function Pu (Ni ) = 1+e−αD(N
i)
into probability, where α controls the convergent rate (default is
1). In our assumption, if Nj is positive node, Pu (Nj ) = 1, otherwise P (Nj ) = 0. D(Ni ) denotes the proximity between Ni and
the feedback node set N F . It can be derived from the following
formula.
P
P
Nj ∈N FP d(Ni ,Nj ))
Nk ∈N FN d(Ni ,Nk )
D(Ni ) =
−
, where
|N FN |
|N FP |
|N FN | and |N FP | represents the size of collection N FN and N FP
respectively. d(Ni , Nj ) indicates the proximity between node Ni
and node Nj . In this paper, we will estimate the proximity d(Ni , Nj )
based on the paths Ni
Nj on the graph. There could be lots of
path instances connected node Ni and Nj . If the length of path is
too long, the influence would be too small to be considered. We assume the maximum of path length is 10. Then we select the shortest
path and define its length as the proximity d(Ni , Nj ).
If D(Ni ) is negative, it reflects node Ni is closer to negative
nodes than positive ones, which means node Ni could be less important, and vice versa. Particularly, if D(Nj ) → +∞, it indicates that Nj is far away from negative feedback nodes, so the importance of this node approach to 1; If D(Nj ) = 0, it indicates
that Nj has the same distance to negative and positive nodes, then
Pu (Nj ) = 0.5 ; If D(Nj ) → −∞, it indicates that Nj is closest
to negative feedback node, then Pu (Nj ) → 0.

4.3

Compute the Random Walk Probability
Based on Meta-path

Meta-path illustrates how the nodes are connected in the heterogeneous graph. Once a meta-path is specified, a meta-path-based
ranking function is defined, so that relevant papers determined by
the ranking function can be recommended [3]. It turns out that
meta-path based feedback on heterogeneous graph performs better
than other methods (PageRank) based PRF [2]. Random walk on
heterogenous network can explore more global information, combining multiple feedback nodes, which might be very important for
the recommendation tasks.
In order to quantify the ranking score of candidates relevant to
the seeds following one given meta-path, a random walk based approach was proposed in [2]. The relevance between P ∗ and P ?
P
(l+1)
(1)
) =
can be estimated via s(ai , aj
(1)
(l+1) RW (t),
t=a
a
i

(1)

5.

EXPERIMENT

5.1 Data Preprocessing
We used 41,370 publications (as candidate citation collection),
published between 1951 and 2011, on computer science for the experiment (mainly from the ACM digital library). As [2] introduced,
we constructed the heterogeneous graph shown in Figure 1 and Table 2.
For the evaluation part, we used a test collection with 274 papers.
The selected papers have more than 15 citations from the candidate
citation collection.

5.2 Generate Feedback Nodes
Attaining different types of feedback information is the most important part in this research. Since it is not available to get the user
judgments right away. We used the method introduced in section
4.1 to create positive and negative feedback nodes. As aforementioned, the collection KP is the set of user given keywords. It is explicit positive feedbacks. While AP and VP can be derived by their
connectivity to set KP based on the heterogeneous graph. Here we
set Kpos = 10, and take the top 10 ranked authors/ venues as the
implicit positive feedbacks.
Next, we produced the implicit negative feedback nodes. Through
the text retrieved results, we grabbed the top ranked papers as Pr
(topK = 20). Then we located the list of keywords/ authors/
venues which have direct correlations to Pr , but the least relevance
to KP . Find the last ranked Kneg = 10 and used them as KN , AN
and VN respectively.

5.3

Experiment Result

In the evaluation part, we experimented with 8 different metapaths. For each meta-path, two sets of results were shown on row
‘N’ and ‘Y’ in Table 3. The ‘N/Y’ column in Table 3 indicates
whether we use the positive and negative feedback nodes or not for
computing the path importance. ‘N’ indicates that the result was
from the baseline in [2], while ‘Y’ means multiple feedback nodes
were employed and the node influence was appended into the final
random walk function. MAP and NDCG are used as the ranking
function training and evaluation metrics. For MAP, binary judgment is provided for each candidate cited paper (cited or not cited).
NDCG estimates the cumulative relevance gain a user receives by
examining recommendation results up to a given rank on the list.
We used an importance score, 0-4, as the candidate cited paper importance to calculate NDCG scores. Apparently, in most cases,
row ‘Y’ significantly outperforms row ‘N’ , which shows that the
positive/negative feedbacks enhance the random walk performance
quite well. We also used t-test to verify this improvement and most
meta-paths are significantly refined.

j

(l+1)

following the
where t is a path instance from node ai to aj
specified meta-path, and RW (t) is the random walk probability of
the instance t.
(1)
(2)
(l+1)
Suppose t = (ai1 , ai2 , . . . , ail+1 ), the random walk probaQ
(j)
(j+1)
bility can be computed via RW (t) = j w(aij , ai,j+1 ). While
this formula only considers the weight of link on the path instance.
Based on our hypothesis, the node usefulness probability has a
great effect on the path importance. So in this study, we propose a
novel randomQ
walk function as follows.
(j)
(j+1)
(j+1)
RW (t) = j (β ·w(aij , ai,j+1 )+(1−β)·Pu (ai,j+1 )), where
(j+1)

path to optimize the weight of each sub-meta-path. For this study,
we set β = 0.6.
Then, the random walk probability will be decided by the transition probability and the usefulness probability of the node on the
path instance. In this paper, we use eight meta-paths to investigate
the novel random walk method with node feedback information for
citation recommendation. All the meta-paths are listed in Table 1.

6.

CONCLUSION AND LIMITIONS

In this study we use multiple kinds of feedback nodes and propose a new method to enhance the meta-path-based random walk
performance. The new random walk function considers both transition probability and node usefulness probability on the path instance. We find that the node influence varies from the set of

(j+1)

Pu (ai,j+1 ) is the usefulness probability of the node ai,j+1 on the
path (derived from section 4.2), and β determines which factor is
more important. Theoretically, we need to tune β for each meta-
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feedback nodes, which could be inferred based on the explicit user
queries via a series of steps. Experimental results with ACM data
illustrate that the new approach with positive/negative feedback information helps to improve the performance of meta-path-based
recommendation.
For further study, we will continue this approach based on real
user explicit feedbacks and design the personalized recommendation model to improve user experience. Not only the node usefulness is related to the feedback nodes, but also the weight of each relation type may be affected by the feedback nodes or retrieval task.
If the retrieval task is to search the relevant papers based on given
authors, the author feedback nodes will be more useful for "writtenby" relation, "writtenby" and "co-author" relation might be more
important. This hypothesis will be discussed in the next step. Besides, more sophisticated inference models will be adopted which
may enhance the ranking performance.

7.

Node/Edge
P
A
V
K
c
P →P
w
P →A
p
P →V
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A→A
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K → P
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K → A
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K → V
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Figure 1: Heterogeneous Bibliographic Graph
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Feedback ranking hypothesis
Relevant paper’s author’s other papers
can be relevant
Relevant paper’s cited papers can be relevant
Relevant paper’s cited paper’s cited paper can be relevant
Relevant paper’s cited papers’ authors’
papers can be relevant
Relevant paper’s author’s co-author’s papers can be relevant
Relevant paper’s author’s cited papers
can be relevant
Paper can be relevant if it is cited by the
ones published at the same venue as the
relevant paper
Paper can be relevant if its authors’ papers are published at the same venue as
the relevant paper
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